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Fig. 1. Rendering a scene using a realistic light transport simulation can be interpreted as evaluating a function 𝑓 (x),
whose input x encodes the shape and materials of objects. Owing to the complexity of 𝑓 , an inverse y = 𝑓 −1 (x) to retrieve
scene parameters from an existing image y is normally not available. Differentiable renderers pursue such an inverse by
differentiating 𝑓 and casting the inversion into a gradient-based minimization process.
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INTRODUCTION

Differentiable rendering is a emerging tool enabling the inverse analysis of images—for instance, determining
the shape and material of an object from one or multiple input photographs. This problem is surprisingly
challenging—to understand why, consider
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before exiting the glass some distance away, giving milk its typical “glow”. The surface seen through a pixel may
not even be in focus, in which case its interpretation is even less clear. Every position is effectively coupled to all
other positions through the physics of light, and it is therefore not possible to analyze one object in isolation—we
need to understand the properties of all other objects at the same time!
Existing physics-based rendering algorithms generate images by simulating the flow of light through detailed
virtual scene descriptions. This process can also be interpreted as evaluating a function 𝑓 : X → Y, whose
high-dimensional input encodes the shape and materials of objects (Figure 1), and whose output y = 𝑓 (x) is a
rendered image that reveals the complex radiative coupling between objects (shadows, interreflection, caustics,
etc.). These effects are crucial in the pursuit of (photo-)realism, but they also obscure the individual properties of
objects as shown on the previous page. For this reason, an inverse 𝑓 −1 to retrieve parameters x from an existing
image y is generally not available.
Methods in the area of physics-based differentiable rendering seek to provide such an inverse. However,
instead of directly evaluating 𝑓 −1 , they target a more general optimization problem that requires the choice of an
objective function 𝑧 = 𝑔(y) to quantify the quality of a tentative solution. In the simplest case, we could, e.g.,
set 𝑔(y) = ∥y − yref ∥ 2 to measure the consistency of a simulation with an empirical observation yref . Ordinarily,
determining parameters x that optimize 𝑔(𝑓 (x)) would simply be infeasible due to the nonlinear nature of the
parameter space and its enormous dimension: every texel, voxel, and vertex in a mesh is a free parameter, and
detailed scenes can easily have hundreds of millions of them!
The main distinction and benefit of differentiable rendering compared to “ordinary” rendering is the availability
of derivatives (𝜕𝑧/𝜕x), which provide a direction of steepest descent in the high-dimensional parameter space
(Figure 1). Using any suitable gradient-based optimization technique, a differentiable renderer is then able to
successively improve the parameters with respect to the specified objective. The high level of generality of
this approach has made physics-based differentiable rendering a key ingredient for solving challenging inverserendering problems in a variety of scientific disciplines. Another benefit of differentiable rendering techniques
is that they can be incorporated into probabilistic inference and machine learning pipelines that are trained
end-to-end. For instance, differentiable renderers allow “rendering losses” to be computed with complex light
transport effects captured. Additionally, they can be used as generative models that synthesize photorealistic
images.
Challenges. Compared to its “ordinary” counterpart, physics-based differentiable rendering introduces unique
theoretical and practical challenges. For instance, practical problems can involve many (e.g., 106 –1010 ) parameters,
making simple techniques for differentiation such as finite differences impractical. Standard frameworks for
automatic differentiation (e.g., PyTorch or Tensorflow) that are widely used to train neural networks are poorly
suited to the prohibitively large and unstructured graph structure underlying the computation of complex light
transport effects. Finally, geometric derivatives involve a unique challenge: boundaries of objects introduce
troublesome discontinuities during the computation of shadows and interreflections that lead to incorrect
gradients if precautions are not taken. Thankfully, recent advances in physics-based differentiable rendering
theory have enabled the scalable differentiation of radiometric measurements with respect to arbitrary scene
parameters as well as unbiased Monte Carlo estimators. In this course, we provide an in-depth introduction
to general-purpose physics-based differentiable rendering.
Course outline. This course is comprised of two major components: (i) a theory-focused component covering the
mathematical foundation of physics-based differentiable rendering; and (ii) an implementation-focused component
discussing the corresponding Monte Carlo solutions as well as how these estimators can be implemented correctly
and efficiently. For physics-based differentiable rendering theory, we cover the following topics.
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§2. Motivation and Preliminaries: We introduce notation and principles of physically-based rendering.
Following this, we motivate differentiable rendering using a toy example of a scene containing two
constant-colored triangles. We also introduce the mathematical preliminaries on the differentiation of
integrals using Leibniz’s rule and Reynolds transport theorem.
§3.1. Differentiable rendering of surfaces: We utilize the results from §2 to differentiate the rendering
equation (RE) in §3.1.1 and §3.1.2, enabling general-purpose differentiable rendering of surfaces.
§3.2. Differentiable rendering of participating media: We discuss how the full radiative transfer equation (RTE) can be differentiated with respect to arbitrary scene parameters.
§3.3. Radiative backpropagation: We explain how differentiation can be cast into a light transport problem
to enable efficient differentiation of scenes involving millions of parameters.
On the implementation side, we discuss the following aspects:
§5.1. Monte Carlo solutions: We present a few Monte Carlo solutions for derivative estimation including
differentiable path tracing with edge sampling (§5.1.1), its reparameterized variant (§5.1.2), and differentiable
volume path tracing (§5.1.3).
§5.2. Automatic differentiation: We discuss how automatic differentiation (autodiff), a key ingredient of many
general-purpose differentiable renderers, should be implemented for rendering.
Lastly, we demonstrate in §6 potential applications of physics-based differentiable rendering to several challenging
inverse rendering problems.

1.1

Scope

In this course, we will mainly discuss how to correctly and efficiently differentiate rendering operations, with
hard surface boundaries in the presence.
Geometry and representation. We focus our discussions on mesh representations for our scene geometry, as it
is currently the standard of 3D photorealistic rendering. Most techniques and theories we present can potentially
be generalized to handle other geometric representations that represent surfaces such as implicit functions,
polynomials, or boundary representation.
Approximate versus unbiased methods. We mainly focus on how to correctly derive the derivatives and consistent/unbiased estimators of rendering in this course. We briefly discuss approximate methods in Section 2.6, and
show that many of them are compatible with our theory. We note that it is still debatable whether approximation
is necessary for fast differentiable rendering. From our experience, the main bottleneck of most differentiable
rendering systems lie in the irregular memory access in the derivative computation, instead of the visibility computation, regardless of rasterization or ray-tracing. Further research is required to accelerate both approximated
and unbiased methods.
Scene initialization, parametrization, topology, and prior. We focus on discussing the gradient computation of
the rendering process. A real inverse rendering pipeline is more involved than just the gradient computation,
requiring careful initialization and parametrization to avoid convergence to low-quality local minima, handling
of discrete topology changes of meshes, and assigning priors to resolve ill-posed aspects of inverse problems.
These issues, while being very important research problems, are beyond the scope of this course.

2

MOTIVATION AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will work on a simplified problem with rendering two 2D triangles with constant color (Fig. 2a).
The two triangles can occlude each other. In this case our scene parameters are the 6 triangle vertices (12 real
3
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Fig. 2. We start with a simplified rendering example to explain our motivation. Given two constant color triangles in 2D
(a), we want to generate an image. A naïve approach is to evaluate the color for each pixel at the center (b). However, this
approach is prone to aliasing in the signal processing sense, which produces artifacts such as jagged edges, fake fine details,
and temporal flickering. Most renderers, whether differentiable or not, real-time or offline, rasterized or ray-traced, have to
perform anti-aliasing (c). Anti-aliasing is formulated as an integral for each pixel, over the support of a low-pass filter. In the
case of a uniform box filter, we want to compute the average color for each pixel.

numbers) and the colors of the two triangles (6 real numbers). Given these 18 real numbers as a vector 𝝅, where
we denote the vertices parameters as 𝝅𝑣 and the color parameters as 𝝅𝑐 , we want to generate an image 𝐼 (𝜋) and
compute a loss function 𝐿(𝐼 (𝝅)) (e.g., comparing the image with a target, or feeding the image to a neural network
classifier). Our goal to compute the gradient ∇𝝅 𝐿(𝐼 (𝝅)) so that we can minimize the loss using gradient-based
optimization.
We will first show that rendering is usually modeled as an integration problem. Then we show that, while
the integrands are discontinuous, the integrals are actually differentiable. Unfortunately, naïve combination of
integral discretization and automatic differentiation does not compute the correct derivatives that converge in
the limit. We discuss the mathematical tools that help us to correctly discretize the derivatives of integrals.

2.1

Rendering as an Integration Problem

Before we talk about the gradient, we need to discuss how the image 𝐼 is defined. How do we generate an image
from these two triangles? We can imagine that the two triangles define an underlying imaging function 𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝝅)
that maps continuous 2D coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦) to a RGB color, depending on which triangle the 2D coordinate hits.
However an image is a discrete 2D grid. How do we go from the imaging function 𝑚 to the image 𝐼 ? A naïve
approach (Fig. 2b) is to evaluate 𝑚 at the center of each pixel. This approach is prone to aliasing, which causes
issues including jagged edges, temporal flickering, Moiré patterns, and breaking up fine details [7].
From the signal processing perspective, we are sampling this 2D domain with a discrete image, where the
sampling rate is determined by the imaging function. Since the imaging function 𝑚 is discontinuous, it has energy
at all frequencies and is not bandlimited. Therefore, as long as we are evaluating at the center of the pixels, we
will suffer from the aliasing problem no matter how large we select the resolution. To resolve the aliasing issue,
we need to remove the high frequencies energy from the imaging function 𝑚. This is done by convolving the
imaging function with a low pass filter (Fig. 2c). For each pixel 𝐼𝑖 , we evaluate an integral centered around the
pixel center (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ):
∬
∬
𝐼𝑖 =
𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑚(𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥, 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑦; 𝝅)d𝑥d𝑦 =
𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦; 𝝅)d𝑥d𝑦,
(1)
where 𝑘 is the filtering kernel. For convenience we define the rendering integrand 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑚(𝑥𝑖 +𝑥, 𝑦𝑖 +𝑦).
Intuitively, to remove the artifacts introduced by aliasing, instead of only evaluating the center at each pixel,
we evaluate the weighted average color over an area. The selection of the filtering kernel 𝑘 is an art in its own
4
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right, which involves subjective trade-offs between blurriness and ringing artifacts [29]. From now on we will
assume we are using a simple kernel called box filter, which assign uniform weights inside the pixel area. The
technique we introduce throughout this course works for any filter kernels, even non-differentiable ones.
There are at least two ways to solve the anti-aliasing integral (Eq. (1)), one is analytical and one is numerical.
Catmull [4] proposed to solve the integral analytically, by clipping the polygons against each other and partition
the integral into multiple regions, and analytically integrate the polygons. Arvo [2] derived an analytical approach
to compute the derivatives of diffuse global illumination. The analytical approach is unfriendly to modern hardware
architectures as it is hard to parallelize and involves extensive branching. It is also difficult to generalize analytical
integral for a different imaging function 𝑚 and a kernel 𝑘 – What if we want to use primitives other than triangles
such as ellipse or polynomials? What if, inside the polygons, we have color variation, and we don’t have analytical
solution for the color variation?
Most renderers, whether real-time, offline, physics-based, differentiable or not, need to deal with the aliasing
issue. Most of them solve the anti-aliasing integral using numerical solution by evaluating the imaging function
at various locations, a process often called discretization:
𝐼𝑖 ≈

𝑁
1 Õ
𝑓 (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 ; 𝝅),
𝑁 𝑗=1

(2)

The naïve approach of evaluating at pixel center can also be seen as a (poor) approximation to the integral by
setting 𝑁 = 1 and 𝑥 0 = 𝑦0 = 0.5.
Í
We say a discretization is consistent if the discretization converges to the integral, i.e., lim𝑁 →∞ 1/𝑁 𝑁𝑗=1 𝑓 (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 ) =
𝐼𝑖 . The choice of the samples 𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 does not need to be stochastic. Nevertheless, if we are randomly sampling
𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 using probabilistic distribution, we say a discretization is unbiased if the expectation is the same as the
integral, i.e., E[𝑓 (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 )] = 𝐼𝑖 .
It turns out that, as we will show in Section 3, integrals are ubiquitous in rendering [6], and they do not just
appear in anti-aliasing. For example, we can model motion blur as an integration over time during the camera
shutter is open. We can model defocus blur for non-pinhole cameras as an integration over the aperture area.
Given an area light, we compute the radiance that goes from the light source to the camera by integrating over
the area of the light source. Kajiya [20] showed that we can model global illumination as an recursive integral, by
integrating each 3D point in the scene recursively. Therefore, most rendering problems are about 1) How do
we model the integrand 𝑓 inside these
∫ multi-dimensional integrals, and 2) How do we evaluate, approximate,
precompute, or compress the integral 𝑓 for each pixel. Differentiable rendering instead asks the third question:
how do we differentiate these integrals?
For now let us focus on the anti-aliasing problem with the two constant color triangles in Figure 2.

2.2

Computing Gradients by Differentiating the Integrals.

Remember that our goal is to compute the gradient of the image 𝐼 that contains the two triangles, over some
scalar loss function 𝐿, that is, ∇𝝅 𝐿 (𝐼 (𝝅)). Using the chain rule, we know that for each component 𝜋 ∈ R in the
parameter vector 𝝅
Õ 𝜕𝐿 𝜕𝐼𝑖 (𝝅)
𝜕
𝐿 (𝐼 (𝝅)) =
.
(3)
𝜕𝜋
𝜕𝐼𝑖 (𝝅) 𝜕𝜋
𝑖
To be more concrete, if our loss function is the sum of pixel-wise squared difference with another target image 𝐼ˆ,
that is,

2
𝐿 = 𝐼 (𝝅) − 𝐼ˆ(𝝅) ,
(4)
5
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Fig. 3. A discontinuous integrand does not lead to non-differentiable integral. Here we show a discontinuous function
𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝑦 > 𝜃 ? 1.0 : 0.5 and we want to integrate it over [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]. The integrand 𝑧 is not differentiable with respect
to the boundary parameter 𝜃 . Therefore, all the yellow samples will return zero if we ask them the derivative with respect to
𝜃 . However, changing 𝜃 (the blur arrow) will lead to a continuous change to the volume below the curve. This is because
derivative of a sample can only detect local changes, and the chance a sample lands exactly at the boundary is zero.

then the gradient is
 𝜕𝐼 (𝝅)
Õ 
𝑖
2 𝐼𝑖 (𝝅) − 𝐼ˆ𝑖 (𝝅)
.
𝜕𝜋
𝑖

(5)

The loss can be any differentiable function, including a neural network. We can compute 𝐿’s gradient with
respect to the image (𝜕𝐿/𝜕𝐼𝑖 (𝝅 ) ) efficiently using the backpropagation or, equivalently, reverse-mode automatic
differentiation algorithm (Section 5.2).
Now we want to compute the derivative of a pixel color with respect to the scene parameters 𝜕𝐼𝑖 (𝝅 )/𝜕𝝅 . A
common misconception of the non-differentiability of rendering is that the derivative 𝜕𝐼𝑖 (𝝅 )/𝜕𝜋 is discontinuous
and not differentiable. However, recall that 𝐼𝑖 is an integral that evaluates the average color within the filter
support. Therefore, the movement of the triangle vertices will in fact lead to continuous and differentiable changes
to the average color (Fig. 3). The integrand of rendering is discontinuous and not differentiable, but the
integral is actually differentiable! Importantly, we did not make rendering an integration problem to make it
differentiable. Instead, rendering is an integration problem in the first place. All the approaches in any rendering
methods, real-time or offline, are different approximations or discretizations of the rendering integral.
How do we compute the derivatives of an integral? Recall that we wanted to compute the integral numerically
(Eq. (2)). Unfortunately, we cannot just automatically differentiate the numerical integrator. For the vertex position
parameters, the numerical integrator will always evaluate to 0 (the function return the color based on which
triangle (𝑥, 𝑦) hits). However, the derivative of the integral with respect to a vertex position parameter 𝜋 𝑣 ∈ 𝝅𝑣 is
6
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not 0 (Fig. 3).
𝜕
𝜕𝜋 𝑣

∬

𝑁
1 Õ 𝜕
𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦; 𝝅)d𝑥d𝑦 0
𝑓 (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 ; 𝝅) = 0.1
𝑁 𝑗=1 𝜕𝜋 𝑣

(6)

In general, the discretization and the gradient operator do not commute for discontinuous integrands. This is
because derivatives are measuring local changes, and uniform discretization has zero chance of detect the local
changes around discontinuities. To see this, let us simplify the problem and consider the following 1D derivative
integral with a step function:
∫ 1
𝜕
(𝑥 < 𝑝 ? 1 : 0) d𝑥 .
(7)
𝜕𝑝 0
If we discretize this function and evaluate derivative with respect to 𝑝, the derivative is always 0. However, the
integral evaluate to 𝑝 for 0 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 1 and thus the derivative is 1. This is because the discretization relies on
point sampling of the integrand. However, the point sampling can only access the integrand locally through
its infinitesimal neighborhood. Given a sample 𝑥 𝑗 and its small neighborhood (𝑥 𝑗 − 𝜖, 𝑥 𝑗 + 𝜖), the only location
where change happens is at 𝑥 = 𝑝. However, the chance of us hitting 𝑥 = 𝑝 randomly is exactly zero. Therefore
we will never detect the change of the integral through discretization.
Our strategy to differentiate the integrals is then to explicitly put samples at the discontinuities to detect the
local change. In the following we provide the mathematical tools that allows us to do this.

2.3

Distributional Derivatives and Dirac Delta

One way to formalize the statement above mathematically is to use the concept of distributional derivatives,
which defines the derivative for even discontinuous functions. In the case above, the distributional derivative of
the integrand with respect to 𝑝 is a Dirac delta 𝛿:
𝜕
𝑥 < 𝑝 ? 1 : 0 = 𝛿 (𝑥 − 𝑝).
(8)
𝜕𝑝
𝛿 (𝑥 − 𝑝) is not a function but a distribution. We cannot just feed a Dirac delta an input value and get an output
value back. We can only evaluate Dirac delta through an integral (usually called the test function). We define the
∫1
Dirac delta’s integral as 0 𝛿 (𝑥 − 𝑝) = 1 if 0 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 1, otherwise it is 0.
Mathematically, doing algebra with Dirac delta inside an integral and derive the correct measure is not entirely
trivial. This is mostly due to the fact that Dirac delta is a distribution and not a function. For example, the
multiplication of two Dirac deltas is not well-defined. While it is possible to derive differentiable rendering
using Dirac delta [24, 38], in this course note we use an alternative strategy that leads to simpler derivations in
higher-dimensional space.

2.4

Leibniz’s Rule for Differentiating 1D Integrals

Our alternative strategy is to, conceptually, split the integral such that all the discontinuities are at the boundaries.
We will demonstrate this for 1D functions, and generalize this to higher-dimensional space in the next subsection.
For the step function example we can split it into two constant integrals
∫ 1
∫ 𝑝
∫ 1
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
(𝑥 < 𝑝 ? 1 : 0) d𝑥 =
1d𝑥 +
0d𝑥 .
(9)
𝜕𝑝 0
𝜕𝑝 0
𝜕𝑝 𝑝
Importantly, the splitting is done only for derivation purposes, and we do not actually clip the polygons for
computation.
1 Here

0 means that when we choose 𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 randomly, the sum will not converge to the integral even if 𝑁 goes to infinity. In contrast, the
original approximation (Eq. (2)) does converge to the corresponding integral when we choose the samples randomly.
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+
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boundary
Fig. 4. To compute the derivative of an 1D integral with a discontinuous integrand, given a set of boundary points (orange)
that include all discontinuities, we can compute the derivatives by separately computing the derivatives of the continuous
part (the interior derivative), and the discontinuous part (the boundary derivative). The set of boundary points can include
continuous points, since the difference 𝑓 − − 𝑓 + evaluates to zero for those points.

After the splitting, the derivative can then be evaluated through the fundamental theorem of calculus, i.e.,
𝜕
𝜕𝑝

∫

𝑝

1d𝑥 = 1,
0

𝜕
𝜕𝑝

∫

1

0d𝑥 = 0,

(10)

𝑝

thus the derivative evaluate to 1.
The general version of differentiation with respect to both the integral boundaries and the integrand is the
Leibniz’s rule. Formally, let 𝜋 ∈ R and consider the following Riemann integral over some interval (𝑎(𝜋), 𝑏 (𝜋)) ⊂
R:
∫ 𝑏 (𝜋 )
𝑓 (𝑥; 𝜋) d𝑥,
(11)
𝑎 (𝜋 )

where the integrand 𝑓 is differentiable everywhere with respect to 𝑥 and 𝜋. Then, Leibniz’s rule for differentiation
under the integral sign [10] states that the derivative of Eq. (11) with respect to 𝜋 is

𝜕
𝜕𝜋

∫

𝑏 (𝜋 )

∫

interior
𝑏 (𝜋 )

𝑓 (𝑥; 𝜋) d𝑥 =
𝑎 (𝜋 )

boundary

𝑓¤(𝑥; 𝜋) d𝑥 + 𝑏¤ (𝜋) 𝑓 (𝑏 (𝜋); 𝜋) − 𝑎(𝜋)
¤
𝑓 (𝑎(𝜋), 𝜋) ,

(12)

𝑎 (𝜋 )

where 𝑓¤ := 𝜕𝑓 /𝜕𝜋 , 𝑎¤ := d𝑎/d𝜋 , and 𝑏¤ := d𝑏/d𝜋 . This equation involves a interior and a boundary term where the
former equals the original integral (11) with the integrand differentiated while the latter given by the integrand
evaluated at the integral boundaries 𝑎(𝜋) and 𝑏 (𝜋) modulated by their change rates 𝑎(𝜋)
¤
and 𝑏¤ (𝜋). The proof of
the equation easily follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus.
8
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boundary

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) illustrates Reynolds transport theorem for differentiating 2D integrals. In contrast to the 1D case, our boundary
term becomes an integral as well. As in the 1D case, our boundary points can include points that land in the continuous
regions of the integrand, such as the occluded part of the blue triangle. For the continuous regions, the difference 𝛿 𝑓 (𝑥; 𝜋)
evaluates to 0. b shows that, for each point on the boundary, we need to compute the 2D movement of the boundary with
respect to the differentiating parameter 𝑥.
¤ We then need to project 𝑥¤ to the normal direction and multiply it with the
difference. This is to account for the infinitesimal width of our line integral, so that we can properly measure the infinitesimal
area changes at the boundary.

∫1
Therefore, given an 1D integral 0 𝑓 (𝑥; 𝜋)𝑑𝑥, and a set of points 𝑝 0, 𝑝 1, ..., 𝑝 𝑀−1 represent the point of discontinuities with respect to the parameter 𝜋, the derivative of the integral is
boundary

interior

𝜕
𝜕𝜋

∫

1

∫
𝑓 (𝑥; 𝜋) d𝑥 =

0

1

𝑓¤(𝑥; 𝜋) d𝑥 +

0

𝑀
Õ


𝑓 − (𝑝𝑘 ; 𝜋) − 𝑓 + (𝑝𝑘 ; 𝜋) ,

(13)

𝑘=0

where we define 𝑓 − (𝑥; 𝜋) and 𝑓 + (𝑥; 𝜋) as the right-hand and left-hand limits of 𝑓 at 𝑥 respectively, i.e., 𝑓 − (𝑥; 𝜋) =
lim𝑥 ′ →𝑥 − 𝑓 (𝑥 ′; 𝜋) and 𝑓 + (𝑥; 𝜋) = lim𝑥 ′ →𝑥 + 𝑓 (𝑥 ′; 𝜋). For notational convenience, when 𝑓 is not differentiable
at (𝑥; 𝜋), we define 𝑓¤(𝑥; 𝜋) = 0. Intuitively, we are explicitly summing over the difference at the two sides
of the discontinuities. Fig. 4 illustrates this process. We can derive the exact same results using distributional
derivatives 2.3: the derivatives at discontinuities at 𝑝𝑘 result in Dirac delta signals, which we can explicitly
integrate into the discrete sum.
We can then estimate the derivative integral (Eq. (13)) by discretizing the interior integral, and sum over all the
differences. Note that, first, the set of discontinuity points 𝑝𝑘 can include points that turn out to be continuous,
since for continuous regions the difference 𝑓 − (𝑥; 𝜋) = 𝑓 + (𝑥; 𝜋). This is important for handling occlusion later in
2D when we do not know if a triangle boundary is occluded or not. Second, we do not need to actually decompose
the integral, since the continuous regions can be assembled back to the full integral.
Next we will generalize our approach to 2D and higher-dimensional spaces. To do this we will use a mathematical
tool in fluid mechanics that was used for tracking the evolution of a surface, called Reynolds transport theorem.

2.5

Reynolds Transport Theorem for Differentiating Multi-dimensional Integrals

In two-dimensional space, our discontinuities become lines instead of points (point discontinuities in 2D will
be smoothed out by the integrals and do not affect the derivatives). In our two triangles example (Fig. 2), the
9
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discontinuities are defined by the edges of the triangles. Similar to the 1D case, we want to explicitly sample
the discontinuities, and evaluate the difference at the two sides. The point evaluation over the discontinuities
in 1D becomes integrals over the lines in 2D. We can formalize this idea using Reynolds transport theorem, a
generalization of the Leibniz’s rule for differentiation (12).
Formally, let 𝑓 be a (potentially discontinus) scalar-valued function defined on some 𝑛-dimensional manifold Ω(𝜋) parameterized with some 𝜋 ∈ R. Additionally, let Γ(𝜋) ⊂ Ω(𝜋) be an (𝑛 − 1)-dimensional manifold
given by the union of the external boundary 𝜕Ω(𝜋) and the internal one containing the discontinuous locations
of 𝑓 . Then, it holds that
boundary

interior

𝜕
𝜕𝜋

∫
Ω


𝑓 dΩ =

∫
Ω

𝑓¤ dΩ +

∫
Γ

⟨𝒏, 𝒙⟩
¤ Δ𝑓 dΓ ,

(14)

𝜕𝒙
where 𝒙¤ := 𝜕𝜋
(note that 𝒙¤ is a 𝑛-dimensional vector, representing the relative boundary movement with respect
to the parameter 𝜋), dΩ and dΓ respectively denote the standard measures associated with Ω and Γ; and ⟨·, ·⟩
indicates vector dot (inner) product. As in the 1D case, when 𝑓 is not differentiable at (𝑥; 𝜋), we define 𝑓¤(𝑥; 𝜋) = 0.
Further, 𝒏 is the normal direction at each 𝒙 ∈ Γ(𝜋), and Δ𝑓 is given by2

Δ𝑓 (𝒙) := lim− 𝑓 (𝒙 + 𝜖 𝒏) − lim+ 𝑓 (𝒙 + 𝜖 𝒏),
𝜖→0

(15)

𝜖→0

for all 𝒙 ∈ Γ(𝜋).
Fig. 5 illustrates the idea. As in the 1D case (Eq. (13)), we have the interior term and the boundary term. The
interior term is just the derivative of the continuous part of the integrand. The boundary term is now an integral
that integrates over the difference at the (𝑛 − 1)-dimensional discontinuities Γ (all the discontinuities with lower
dimensionality do not affect the derivative). For each point on the discontinuity, we compute the difference of the
integrand at the two sides of the boundary (Δ𝑓 ). To take the infinitesimal area of the boundary changes with
respect to the differentiating parameters into account, we multiply the difference with the speed of the boundary
movement with respect to the parameters (𝒙),
¤ projected to the normal direction (Fig. 5b). This multiplication is in
contrast to the 1D case, where the boundary can only move left or right and is always aligned with the normal
direction. See Flanders’ article for a simple proof of Reynolds transport theorem [10].
Discretizing the integrals. We now know how to compute the rendering derivative of our triangle rendering
example. Given our anti-aliasing integral (Eq. (1)), we separate its derivative integral into an interior integral
and a boundary integral using Reynolds transport theorem (Eq. (14)). We can then estimate the two integrals by
discretizing them:
∫
𝑁𝑖
1 Õ
𝑓¤(𝑥 𝑗 )
𝑓¤ dΩ ≈
𝑁𝑖 𝑗=1
Ω
.
(16)
∫
𝑁𝑏
1 Õ
⟨𝒏, 𝒙⟩
¤ Δ𝑓 dΓ ≈
⟨𝒏, 𝒙⟩
¤ Δ𝑓 (𝑥 𝑗 )
𝑁𝑏 𝑗=1
Γ
For the interior integral, we can just use the same discretization strategy in normal rendering. For example, we
can randomly sample inside the filter support. We can also divide the filter support into a grid, and sample the
center at each grid. Both rasterization and ray tracing can be used for computing the interior integral. For the
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑓
constant color parameters, 𝜕𝜋𝑐 = 1. For the vertex positions parameters, 𝜕𝜋𝑣 = 0.
2 When

𝒙 approaches Γ (𝜋 ) from the exterior of the integral domain Ω (𝜋 ), the corresponding one-sided limit in Eq. (15) is set to zero.
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For the boundary integral, we use the fact that the boundary domain Γ can be include continuous points. For
the points that land in the continuous regions, Δ𝑓 evaluates to 0 due to the definition of continuity. Therefore we
define Γ to be the set of points on all the triangle edges. To select a point on the edge, we first randomly pick an
edge (there are 6 edges out of 2 triangles), we then uniformly pick a point on the edge. To evaluate the difference
Δ𝑓 , in practice we select a small 𝜖 and query 𝑓 from the two sides. Furthermore, we are estimating many pixel
integrals 𝐼𝑖 in the same time. When we pick a point on the edge, we will gather all the pixels whose filter support
intersect with the point we pick, and scatter the derivative to the corresponding pixel integral discretization.
When there are more triangles in the scene, this can be accelerated by pruning out the set of edges that are not
the silhouette and importance sampling. We will discuss more about the discretization of the boundary integral in
Section 5.1.1.

2.6

Relation to Rasterization-based Differentiable Renderers

Our discretization strategy for the boundary integral above can only be efficiently computed using a ray-tracing
based visibility engine, since it requires random query to the pixel integrand 𝑓 . Using hardware rasterization to
compute it is possible but likely to be wasteful.
However, many existing rasterization-based differentiable renderers can be seen as a particular discretization to
the boundary integral (Eq. (16)). For example, OpenDR [26] approximates the boundary term ⟨𝒏, 𝒙⟩
¤ Δ𝑓 using pixel
finite difference, and choose between central difference, forward difference and backward difference depending
on the result of the object ID detection. Kato et al. [21], on the other hand, apply an edge rasterization pass by
rasterizing all the edges, while interpolating the color buffer to compute the difference. de La Gorce et al. [9],
inspired by discontinuity edge overdraw [39], also perform an edge rasterization pass, but compute the difference
by assuming the mesh is a closed manifold, and compute the shading twice at the two sides of the silhouette.
Liu et al.’s work [25] does not fully fit in our theory. They tackled the differentiable rendering problem
by changing the forward rendering formulation to be differentiable without the boundary integral, through
introducing two modifications: 1) They analytically approximate the spatial anti-aliasing integral (Eq. (1)) using a
sigmoid function by assuming only one triangle is inside the pixel. 2) They make all the surfaces in the scene
transparent using a form of weighted order independent transparency [28].
In contrast, our theory can support transparent surfaces as well without any modification. It works for both
order independent transparency and the more traditional OVER operator [37] – they are just different rendering
integrands 𝑓 . We do not need to resort to spatial analytical approximation, which can produce artifacts when
many triangles are in a single pixel or when texture is presented. Rendering transparent surfaces efficiently is
a longstanding problem in real-time rendering, and it usually makes efficient occlusion culling techniques not
applicable. On the other hand, transparency can make inverse rendering more tractable and less susceptible to
local minima.
These methods, while being different approximations to the anti-aliasing and boundary integrals, are not
consistent nor unbiased discretization. This can have negative impacts on the convergence of stochastic gradient
descent, which assumes that the approximated gradients converge to the correct gradient.
The performance of rasterization v.s. ray tracing is a longstanding debate [8, 16]. Differentiable rendering
further introduces more performance tradeoffs with different memory access patterns and arithmetic intensity
characteristics. While the performance comparison between rasterization and ray tracing under the differentiable
rendering context deserves at least a full stand-alone research article, we list a few remarks here:
• A common misconception is that ray tracing can only be used for computing advanced effects such as shadow
and global illumination. In contrast, the techniques we introduced here can be used for rendering local shading
as well.
11
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• Visibility query is usually not the biggest bottleneck in current differentiable rendering systems. Instead, most
of the rendering time is spent on incoherent memory access, irregular scattering, and atomic operations during
the derivative computation.
• The interior integral and the boundary integral do not need to be computed using the same visibility algorithm.
One can compute the interior integral using rasterization, while computing the boundary integral using ray
tracing.
• Many acceleration strategies that are used in rasterization, such as the hierarchical Z-buffer [12] for occlusion
culling, can also be used for ray tracing based boundary evaluation (we can reject edges using occlusion culling
techniques).
• The set of the boundary is often sparse in the image space compared to the number of pixels. It is conceivable
that we can compute the boundary integral with much less samples (𝑁𝑏 ) compared to the number of pixels
while achieving very low error.
• Ray tracing is getting hardware support as well. The performance gap between coherent ray tracing and
rasterization is closing.
Nevertheless, our goal with the theory presented in this course is to guide future developments of differentiable
rendering with a principled mathematical model. We hope that our theory can be the foundation of future
approximation methods.
In the next section, we will generalize our theory to handle the recursive rendering equation that computes
global illumination, and the radiative transfer equation that models participating media.

3

PHYSICS-BASED DIFFERENTIABLE RENDERING THEORY

Given the mathematical tools described in §2, we now provide an in-depth introduction to the theory of physicsbased differentiable rendering. Specifically, we discuss in §3.1 the differentiation of the rendering equation (RE) [20]
with respect to arbitrary scene parameters. Then, we present in §3.2 the differentiation of the radiative transfer
equation (RTE) [5], another key equation to physics-based rendering.

3.1

Differentiable Rendering of Surfaces

Physics-based rendering of surfaces has been a central topic in computer graphics for decades and is governed
by the well-known rendering equation (RE) [20]. The RE is an integral equation stating that the (steady-state)
radiance 𝐿 at any surface point 𝒙 with direction 𝝎o is given by:
∫
𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎o ) = 𝐿e (𝒙, 𝝎o ) +
𝐿i (𝒙, 𝝎i ) 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝝎i, 𝝎o ) d𝜎 (𝝎i ),
(17)
S2

where 𝐿i indicate the incident radiance, 𝑓s denotes the cosine-weighted BSDF, and d𝜎 is the solid-angle measure.
The RE has no analytical solution in general, and numerous numerical methods have been developed. Some of
the widely adopted examples include unbiased methods like unidirectional and bidirectional path tracing, as well
as biased ones such as photon mapping and lightcuts. [SZ: citations]
3.1.1 Direct Illumination. Before differentiating the full RE (17), we first consider the case of direct illumination
as a warm-up. Specifically, the radiance 𝐿r resulting from exactly one reflection at a surface point 𝒙 with direction
𝝎o equals
∫
𝐿r (𝒙, 𝝎o ) =
𝐿e (𝒚, −𝝎i ) 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝝎i, 𝝎o ) d𝜎 (𝝎i ),
(18)
S2
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(a) Arc

(b) Circle

x

x

Fig. 6. The normal directions of arcs and circles (that are respectively the projections of line segments and spheres) as
spherical curves.

where 𝒚 is the closest intersection of a light ray originated at 𝒙 with direction 𝝎i . That is, 𝒚 = rayTrace(𝒙, 𝝎i ).
Unlike the RE (17) that takes the form of an integral equation, Eq. (18) is a simple spherical integral as its
right-hand side involves only known quantities.
We now consider the problem of calculating the derivative of 𝐿r (𝒙, 𝝎o ) with respect to some abstract scene
parameter 𝜋 ∈ R. Given 𝒙 and 𝝎o , let 𝑓direct (𝝎i ; 𝒙, 𝝎o ) := 𝐿e (𝒚, −𝝎i ) 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝝎i, 𝝎o ). It holds that
∫

d
d
•
[𝐿r (𝒙, 𝝎o )] :=
[𝐿r (𝒙, 𝝎o )] =
𝑓direct (𝝎i ; 𝒙, 𝝎o ) d𝜎 (𝝎i ) .
(19)
d𝜋
d𝜋 S2
By applying Reynolds transport theorem (14) to this equation, we have
boundary

interior

∫

•

[𝐿r (𝒙, 𝝎o )] =

S2

∫

•

[𝑓direct (𝝎i ; 𝒙, 𝝎o )] d𝜎 (𝝎i ) +

ΔS2

⟨𝒏 ⊥, 𝝎¤ i ⟩ Δ𝑓direct (𝝎i ; 𝒙, 𝝎o ) dℓ (𝝎i ) .

(20)

where dℓ is the curve-length measure. In this equation, the interior term is an integral over the unit sphere S2 ,
which is independent of the scene parameter 𝜋, making the integral variable 𝝎i also be 𝜋-independent. The
boundary term, on the other hand, emerges due to the (jump) discontinuity points of 𝑓direct (with respect to 𝝎i )
and captures how they “move” 𝜋 varies. These discontinuity points forms 1D discontinuity curves, which we
denote as ΔS2 , over the unit sphere. For any 𝝎i ∈ S(𝒙, 𝝎o ), 𝒏 ⊥ (𝝎i ) is a vector in the tangent space of S2 at 𝝎i
perpendicular to the discontinuity curve (see Figure 6). with unit-normal field 𝒏 ⊥ (see Figure 6).
Assuming the (cosine-weighted) BSDF 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝝎i, 𝝎o to be continuous with respect to 𝝎i , which is usually the
case except for perfectly specular BSDFs, the discontinuities of the integrand 𝑓direct fully emerge from those of
the incident emission 𝐿e (𝒚, 𝝎i ), which is generally discontinuous due to occulsions [SZ: Add a figure.] Therefore,
Δ𝑓direct (𝝎i ; 𝒙, 𝝎o ) = 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝝎i, 𝝎o ) Δ𝐿e (𝒚, −𝝎i ).

(21)

3.1.2 Differential Rendering Equation. Based on the analyses in §3.1.1, we now differentiate the full rendering
equation (RE) (17) using Reynolds transport theorem (14). This yields another integral equation, which we call
the differential rendering equation:
•

•

[𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎o )] = [𝐿e (𝒙, 𝝎o )] +
boundary

interior

∫
S2

∫

•

[𝐿i (𝒙, 𝝎i ) 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝝎i, 𝝎o )] d𝜎 (𝝎i ) +

13

ΔS2

⟨𝒏 ⊥, 𝝎¤ i ⟩ 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝝎i, 𝝎o ) Δ𝐿i (𝒙, 𝝎i ) dℓ (𝝎i ) .

(22)
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Similar to its original counterpart (17), the differential rendering equation (22) has no analytical soltuion in
general. We will discuss Monte Carlo solutions to this equation in §5.1.

3.2

Differentiable Rendering of Participating Media

Besides surface reflection and refraction, another important type of light-transport effects is volumetric: light can
be absorbed and scattering within participating media comprised of microscopic particles. To model volumetric
scattering of light, the radiative transfer theory (RTT) [5] has been introduced by physicists half a century ago.
We review RTT in §3.2.1 and present its differential variant in §3.2.2.
3.2.1 Radiative Transfer Theory Preliminaries. Radiative transfer [5] uses energy conservation principles to model
light transport in participating media. At its core is the radiative transfer equation (RTE): Consider a medium
confined in a volume Ω ⊆ R3 with boundary 𝜕Ω. The steady-state RTE is a linear integral equation on the radiance
field 𝐿 in the interior of the volume that can be expressed in operator form as [45]:
𝐿 = (KT KC + KS ) 𝐿 + 𝐿 (0) .
In this equation, the transport operator KT maps any function 𝑔 : (Ω \ 𝜕Ω) × S2 → R+ to a new function
∫ 𝐷
(KT 𝑔) (𝒙, 𝝎) =
𝑇 (𝒙 ′, 𝒙) 𝑔(𝒙 ′, 𝝎) d𝜏,

(23)

(24)

0

where: 𝒙 ′ := 𝒙 − 𝜏𝝎; 𝐷 is the distance from 𝒙 to the medium’s boundary in the direction of −𝝎;
𝐷 = inf {𝜏 ∈ R+ : 𝒙 − 𝜏𝝎 ∈ 𝜕Ω};
and 𝑇 (𝒙 ′, 𝒙)

(25)

𝒙′

is the transmittance between and 𝒙, that is, the fraction of light that transmits straight between
𝒙 ′ and 𝒙 without being absorbed or scattered away:
 ∫ 𝜏

′
′
′
𝑇 (𝒙 , 𝒙) = exp −
𝜎t (𝒙 − 𝜏 𝝎) d𝜏 ,
(26)
0

with 𝜎t denoting the medium’s extinction coefficient.
In Eq. (23), the collision operator KC maps the interior radiance field 𝐿 to3
∫
(KC 𝐿) (𝒙, 𝝎) = 𝜎s (𝒙)
𝑓p (𝒙, −𝝎i, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎i ) d𝜎 (𝝎i ),
S2
|
{z
}

(27)

=: 𝐿 ins (𝒙,𝝎)

where 𝜎s and 𝑓p respectively denote the medium’s scattering coefficient and single-scattering phase function, and
𝐿 ins is usually termed as the in-scattered radiance.4 Additionally, the interfacial scattering operator KS follows the
rendering equation (17) and is defined as
∫
(KS 𝐿) (𝒙, 𝝎) = 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙)
𝑓s (𝒙 0, −𝝎i, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙 0, 𝝎i ) d𝜎 (𝝎i ),
(28)
S2

where 𝒙 0 := 𝒙 − 𝐷𝝎 is a point on the medium’s boundary. This term accounts for contributed radiance due to
reflection and transmission at the medium’s boundary.
The last term on the right-hand side (RHS) of the RTE (23) is
𝐿 (0) (𝒙, 𝝎) := (KT 𝜎a 𝑄) (𝒙, 𝝎) + 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) 𝐿e (𝒙 0, 𝝎),
3 In

(29)

this course, we follow the convention that all directions point away from 𝒙 when expressing BSDFs and phase functions, yielding the
negative sign before 𝝎i in Eq. (27).
4 Precisely, 𝐿 ins captures the in-scattered radiance before volumetric absorption.
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•
•
𝐿¤ = (KT KC 𝐿) + (KS 𝐿) + 𝐿¤ (0) .
| {z } | {z } |{z}
§3.2.6
§3.2.3
§3.2.5

Fig. 7. An outline of the derivations of the differential radiative transfer equation.

which indicates the contribution of radiant emission in the medium and from its boundary. In this equation,
𝜎a := 𝜎t − 𝜎s is the absorption coefficient, and 𝑄 represents the medium’s radiant emission.
3.2.2 Differential Radiative Transfer. We now present a differential theory of radiative transfer introduced by
Zhang et al. [45] by showing how the interior radiance 𝐿 can be differentiated with respect to some scene
parameter 𝜋 ∈ R. To this end, we derive the partial derivative 𝐿¤ := 𝜕𝐿/𝜕𝜋 by differentiating each of the operators
on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (23).
Assumptions. As most participating media and translucent materials are non-emissive, we neglect the volumetric
¤ Additionally, we assume that: (i) the RTE and RE parameters 𝜎t , 𝜎s ,
emission term 𝑄 in Eqs. (29) when deriving 𝐿.
𝑓p , 𝑓s , and 𝐿e are continuous spatially and directionally; and (ii) there are no zero-measure light sources (e.g., point
and directional) or ideal specular surfaces (e.g., perfect mirrors).
Overview. Figure 7 outlines the structure of our derivations. As a preview, based on the assumptions above, the
scene partial derivative 𝐿¤ will take the form of Eq. (45).
3.2.3 Differentiation of the transport and collision operators. We start with the first term on the RHS in Figure 7,
𝜕𝜋 KT KC 𝐿, which can be shown to equal [45]:
∫ 𝐷
(𝜕𝜋 KT KC 𝐿) (𝒙, 𝝎) =
𝑇 (𝒙 ′, 𝒙) 𝜎s (𝒙 ′) 𝐿¤ ins (𝒙 ′, 𝝎) d𝜏
0
∫ 𝐷
+
𝑇 (𝒙 ′, 𝒙) [𝜎¤s (𝒙 ′) − Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝜏) 𝜎s (𝒙 ′)] 𝐿 ins (𝒙 ′, 𝝎) d𝜏 + 𝐷¤ 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) 𝜎s (𝒙 0 ) 𝐿 ins (𝒙 0, 𝝎), (30)
0

where 𝒙 ′ := 𝒙 − 𝜏𝝎 is a point on the ray originated from 𝒙 with direction −𝝎; 𝒙 0 := 𝒙 − 𝐷𝝎 is the location where
the ray intersects the medium boundary; 𝐿 ins is the in-scattered radiance from Eq. (27); and Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝜏), defined as
∫ 𝜏
Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝜏) :=
𝜎¤t (𝒙 − 𝜏 ′𝝎) d𝜏 ′,
(31)
0

appears when we differentiate the transmittance 𝑇 (𝒙 ′, 𝒙).
In Eqs. (30) and (31), 𝜎¤t and 𝜎¤s are essentially material derivatives given by [22]
𝜕𝜎
𝜎¤ (𝒙) =
(𝒙) + ⟨𝒙,
¤ ∇𝜎 (𝒙)⟩,
(32)
𝜕𝜋
for 𝜎 ∈ {𝜎t, 𝜎s } with ∇ being the gradient operator.
¤ 𝐿 ins (𝒙 0, 𝝎), and 𝐿¤ ins (𝒙 ′, 𝝎). In what follows, we derive formulas
Evaluating the RHS of Eq. (30) also requires 𝐷,
for these terms.
In-scattered radiance at the boundary. The last term required for evaluating 𝜕𝜋 KT KC 𝐿 in Eq. (30) involves the
in-scattered radiance 𝐿 ins at boundary point 𝒙 0 . Caution is needed here since light transport behaves differently
at the two sides of the boundary.
𝐿 ins (𝒙 0, 𝝎) is given by the limit of 𝐿 ins (𝒙 ′, 𝝎) as 𝒙 ′ approaches the boundary location 𝒙 0 from the interior of
the medium along the direction of −𝝎. Namely, 𝐿 ins (𝒙 0, 𝝎) = lim𝜏→𝐷 − 𝐿 ins (𝒙 ′, 𝝎) with 𝒙 ′ := 𝒙 − 𝜏𝝎. This limit
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<latexit sha1_base64="RGyVyHjTOhBZn/inMc+gDQj82sU=">AAAB93icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZK2tHVXcOPCRQv2AW0ok+lNO3QmCTMTIYR+gVtduxO3fo5L/8TpQ1DRAxcO59zLvff4MWdKO867ldvY3Nreye8W9vYPDo+KxyddFSWSQodGPJJ9nyjgLISOZppDP5ZAhM+h58+uF37vHqRiUXin0xg8QSYhCxgl2kjt21Gx5NjVylXZrWHHrtUb1YprSHlFXNtZooTWaI2KH8NxRBMBoaacKDVwnVh7GZGaUQ7zwjBREBM6IxMYGBoSAcrLlofO8YVRxjiIpKlQ46X6fSIjQqlU+KZTED1Vv72F+Jc3SHTQ8DIWxomGkK4WBQnHOsKLr/GYSaCap4YQKpm5FdMpkYRqk82PLb6Ym0y+Hsf/k27Zdg1vV0vNxjqdPDpD5+gSuaiOmugGtVAHUQToAT2iJyu1nq0X63XVmrPWM6foB6y3T7ock6s=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="CzuiV6XofYmkiKSgGg/WMn0Ua5k=">AAACAXicbZC9SgNBFIXvxr8Y/6KWNoNBsAq7ImhhEbCxjGASYXcJs5PZZMjMzjIzK4Qllc9gq7Wd2Poklr6Js8kWJvHAwMe593LvnCjlTBvX/XYqa+sbm1vV7drO7t7+Qf3wqKtlpgjtEMmleoywppwltGOY4fQxVRSLiNNeNL4t6r0nqjSTyYOZpDQUeJiwmBFsrOUHkcgDKegQT/v1htt0Z0Kr4JXQgFLtfv0nGEiSCZoYwrHWvuemJsyxMoxwOq0FmaYpJmM8pL7FBAuqw3x28hSdWWeAYqnsSwyauX8nciy0nojIdgpsRnq5Vpj/1fzMxNdhzpI0MzQh80VxxpGRqPg/GjBFieETC5goZm9FZIQVJsamtLAlEkUm3nICq9C9aHqW7y8brZsynSqcwCmcgwdX0II7aEMHCEh4gVd4c56dd+fD+Zy3Vpxy5hgW5Hz9AncxmAA=</latexit>
<latexit

!

x0

x0

<latexit sha1_base64="rdWchomLAj5B0i5tyAL5HMKjoWk=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw2SstrMruHHhooJ9QGcomTRtQ5OZIckIZejOb3Cra3fi1h9x6Z+YaStY0QOBwzn3ck9OmHCmtON8WCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwpeJUEtokMY9lJ8SKchbRpmaa004iKRYhp+1wfJX77XsqFYujOz1JaCDwMGIDRrA2kn/T8wXWIykyNe2Vyo7tuV4FudCxK56DvEtDkOeiiypEtjNDGSzQ6JU+/X5MUkEjTThWqoucRAcZlpoRTqdFP1U0wWSMh7RraIQFVUE2yzyFp0bpw0EszYs0nKk/NzIslJqI0EzmCdVvLxf/8rqpHtSCjEVJqmlE5ocGKYc6hnkBsM8kJZpPDMFEMpMVkhGWmGhT09KVUOSdfH8c/k9aro3Obfe2Uq7XFu0UwDE4AWcAgSqog2vQAE1AQAIewRN4th6sF+vVepuPrliLnSOwBOv9C87EmM4=</latexit>

n(x0 )

<latexit sha1_base64="CzuiV6XofYmkiKSgGg/WMn0Ua5k=">AAACAXicbZC9SgNBFIXvxr8Y/6KWNoNBsAq7ImhhEbCxjGASYXcJs5PZZMjMzjIzK4Qllc9gq7Wd2Poklr6Js8kWJvHAwMe593LvnCjlTBvX/XYqa+sbm1vV7drO7t7+Qf3wqKtlpgjtEMmleoywppwltGOY4fQxVRSLiNNeNL4t6r0nqjSTyYOZpDQUeJiwmBFsrOUHkcgDKegQT/v1htt0Z0Kr4JXQgFLtfv0nGEiSCZoYwrHWvuemJsyxMoxwOq0FmaYpJmM8pL7FBAuqw3x28hSdWWeAYqnsSwyauX8nciy0nojIdgpsRnq5Vpj/1fzMxNdhzpI0MzQh80VxxpGRqPg/GjBFieETC5goZm9FZIQVJsamtLAlEkUm3nICq9C9aHqW7y8brZsynSqcwCmcgwdX0II7aEMHCEh4gVd4c56dd+fD+Zy3Vpxy5hgW5Hz9AncxmAA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="n15WdHfeqeLqLhU7vcQXJFShuTg=">AAACCHicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7p0EyxC3ZREBLssuHFZwV6gDWEynbRDZyZhZlIsIS/gM7jVtTtx61u49E2ctlnY1gPDfPz/OZzDHyaMKu2639bG5tb2zm5pr7x/cHh0bJ+ctlWcSkxaOGax7IZIEUYFaWmqGekmkiAeMtIJx3czvzMhUtFYPOppQnyOhoJGFCNtpMC2+yHPRF6dfU954F4FdsWtufNy1sEroAJFNQP7pz+IccqJ0JghpXqem2g/Q1JTzEhe7qeKJAiP0ZD0DArEifKz+eW5c2mUgRPF0jyhnbn6dyJDXKkpD00nR3qkVr2Z+J/XS3VU9zMqklQTgReLopQ5OnZmMTgDKgnWbGoAYUnNrQ4eIYmwNmEtbQl5bjLxVhNYh/Z1zTP8cFNp1It0SnAOF1AFD26hAffQhBZgmMALvMKb9Wy9Wx/W56J1wypmzmCprK9fJYaZ4w==</latexit>

!

n(x0 )

<latexit sha1_base64="jZvrbbT0c3HlsiLZtkPUCZmc+4s=">AAAB/nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4KrMiKALFwU3Lis4baEdSibNtKFJZkgyYhkGfAa3unYnbn0Vl76JaTsL23og8HHuvdybEyacaeO6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4etXScKkJ9EvNYdUKsKWeS+oYZTjuJoliEnLbD8e203n6kSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGBjrU4vFNlT3nf71Zpbd2dCq+AVUINCzX71pzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwmle6aWaJpiM8ZB2LUosqA6y2b05OrPOAEWxsk8aNHP/TmRYaD0Roe0U2Iz0cm1q/lfrpia6DjImk9RQSeaLopQjE6Pp59GAKUoMn1jARDF7KyIjrDAxNqKFLaHIbSbecgKr0Lqoe5bvL2uNmyKdMpzAKZyDB1fQgDtogg8EOLzAK7w5z8678+F8zltLTjFzDAtyvn4B1muWhA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="n15WdHfeqeLqLhU7vcQXJFShuTg=">AAACCHicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7p0EyxC3ZREBLssuHFZwV6gDWEynbRDZyZhZlIsIS/gM7jVtTtx61u49E2ctlnY1gPDfPz/OZzDHyaMKu2639bG5tb2zm5pr7x/cHh0bJ+ctlWcSkxaOGax7IZIEUYFaWmqGekmkiAeMtIJx3czvzMhUtFYPOppQnyOhoJGFCNtpMC2+yHPRF6dfU954F4FdsWtufNy1sEroAJFNQP7pz+IccqJ0JghpXqem2g/Q1JTzEhe7qeKJAiP0ZD0DArEifKz+eW5c2mUgRPF0jyhnbn6dyJDXKkpD00nR3qkVr2Z+J/XS3VU9zMqklQTgReLopQ5OnZmMTgDKgnWbGoAYUnNrQ4eIYmwNmEtbQl5bjLxVhNYh/Z1zTP8cFNp1It0SnAOF1AFD26hAffQhBZgmMALvMKb9Wy9Wx/W56J1wypmzmCprK9fJYaZ4w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jZvrbbT0c3HlsiLZtkPUCZmc+4s=">AAAB/nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4KrMiKALFwU3Lis4baEdSibNtKFJZkgyYhkGfAa3unYnbn0Vl76JaTsL23og8HHuvdybEyacaeO6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4etXScKkJ9EvNYdUKsKWeS+oYZTjuJoliEnLbD8e203n6kSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGBjrU4vFNlT3nf71Zpbd2dCq+AVUINCzX71pzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwmle6aWaJpiM8ZB2LUosqA6y2b05OrPOAEWxsk8aNHP/TmRYaD0Roe0U2Iz0cm1q/lfrpia6DjImk9RQSeaLopQjE6Pp59GAKUoMn1jARDF7KyIjrDAxNqKFLaHIbSbecgKr0Lqoe5bvL2uNmyKdMpzAKZyDB1fQgDtogg8EOLzAK7w5z8678+F8zltLTjFzDAtyvn4B1muWhA==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="o/FGCfx5Ut2BQymlJP4EgcdOL+w=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozItSFi4IblxXsBdqhZNJMG5tkhiQjlqE+g1tduxO3votL38RMOwvb+kPg4z/ncE7+IOZMG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopaNEEdokEY9UJ8CaciZp0zDDaSdWFIuA03Ywvsnq7UeqNIvkvZnE1Bd4KFnICDbWavUCkT5N++WKW3VnQqvg5VCBXI1++ac3iEgiqDSEY627nhsbP8XKMMLptNRLNI0xGeMh7VqUWFDtp7Nrp+jMOgMURso+adDM/TuRYqH1RAS2U2Az0su1zPyv1k1MeOWnTMaJoZLMF4UJRyZC2dfRgClKDJ9YwEQxeysiI6wwMTaghS2ByDLxlhNYhdZF1bN8d1mpX+fpFOEETuEcPKhBHW6hAU0g8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWgpPPHMOCnK9fpa6V4Q==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="TBvuvlxcDBzok7DVbXFvN0NWK8M=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCIJREBHsseOmxgm2FJpTd7aZdutmE3Y1QQm7+Bq969iZe/SMe/Sdu2xxs68CDYeY93jAkEVwb1/12ShubW9s75d3K3v7B4VH1+KSr41RR1qGxiNUjwZoJLlnHcCPYY6IYjohgPTK5m/m9J6Y0j+WDmSYsiPBI8pBTbKzk+xE2Y0KyVj64GlRrbt2dA60TryA1KNAeVH/8YUzTiElDBda677mJCTKsDKeC5RU/1SzBdIJHrG+pxBHTQTbPnKMLqwxRGCs70qC5+vciw5HW04jYzVlGverNxP+8fmrCRpBxmaSGSbp4FKYCmRjNCkBDrhg1YmoJporbrIiOscLU2JqWvpAot514qw2sk+513bP8/qbWbBTtlOEMzuESPLiFJrSgDR2gkMALvMKb8+y8Ox/O52K15BQ3p7AE5+sXsh6YEg==</latexit>

x

H+

H

<latexit sha1_base64="o/FGCfx5Ut2BQymlJP4EgcdOL+w=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozItSFi4IblxXsBdqhZNJMG5tkhiQjlqE+g1tduxO3votL38RMOwvb+kPg4z/ncE7+IOZMG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopaNEEdokEY9UJ8CaciZp0zDDaSdWFIuA03Ywvsnq7UeqNIvkvZnE1Bd4KFnICDbWavUCkT5N++WKW3VnQqvg5VCBXI1++ac3iEgiqDSEY627nhsbP8XKMMLptNRLNI0xGeMh7VqUWFDtp7Nrp+jMOgMURso+adDM/TuRYqH1RAS2U2Az0su1zPyv1k1MeOWnTMaJoZLMF4UJRyZC2dfRgClKDJ9YwEQxeysiI6wwMTaghS2ByDLxlhNYhdZF1bN8d1mpX+fpFOEETuEcPKhBHW6hAU0g8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWgpPPHMOCnK9fpa6V4Q==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="lmrrDXUOkU1SBotRG5V/g3zrlgU=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCF0sigj0WvPRYwbZCE8rudtMu3WzC7kYoITd/g1c9exOv/hGP/hO3bQ62deDBMPMebxiSCK6N6347pY3Nre2d8m5lb//g8Kh6fNLVcaoo69BYxOqRYM0El6xjuBHsMVEMR0SwHpnczfzeE1Oax/LBTBMWRHgkecgpNlby/QibMSFZKx9cDao1t+7OgdaJV5AaFGgPqj/+MKZpxKShAmvd99zEBBlWhlPB8oqfapZgOsEj1rdU4ojpIJtnztGFVYYojJUdadBc/XuR4UjraUTs5iyjXvVm4n9ePzVhI8i4TFLDJF08ClOBTIxmBaAhV4waMbUEU8VtVkTHWGFqbE1LX0iU20681QbWSfe67ll+f1NrNop2ynAG53AJHtxCE1rQhg5QSOAFXuHNeXbenQ/nc7FacoqbU1iC8/ULtUSYFA==</latexit>

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Calculating the in-scattered radiance 𝐿 ins at location 𝒙 0 ∈ 𝜕Ω with direction 𝝎 pointing toward the interior of the
medium (illustrated in gray). (a) When 𝝎 ′ ∈ H+ (i.e., pointing toward the exterior of the medium), the interior radiance
𝐿(𝒙 0, 𝝎 ′ ) involving a line integral (indicated as the dashed line in green) from the interior is used. (b) When 𝝎 ′ ∈ H− , on the
contrary, the interfacial radiance 𝐿(𝒙 0, 𝝎 ′ ) from the interior is used. This radiance is in turn determined by interior radiances
reflected and refracted by the interface (shown as dashed lines in orange).

∂2 Ω(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="ywy+KopMm6gZTjb9jg+4c9ud+d8=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuJAyI4IuC25cVrAXaIeSSTNtbJIZkowwDPUZ3Oranbj1XVz6JmbaWdjWHwIf/zmHc/IHMWfauO63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtHSWK0BaJeKS6AdaUM0lbhhlOu7GiWAScdoLJbV7vPFGlWSQfTBpTX+CRZCEj2Fir3Q9Elk4H1Zpbd2dCq+AVUINCzUH1pz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/w8owwum00k80jTGZ4BHtWZRYUO1ns2un6Mw6QxRGyj5p0Mz9O5FhoXUqAtspsBnr5Vpu/lfrJSa88TMm48RQSeaLwoQjE6H862jIFCWGpxYwUczeisgYK0yMDWhhSyDyTLzlBFahfVn3LN9f1RoXRTplOIFTOAcPrqEBd9CEFhB4hBd4hTfn2Xl3PpzPeWvJKWaOYUHO1y+icpXS</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wqTC5u2hnxB9zTvp4xIjLHWAB/0=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIq6LLgxmUF+4AklMl00g6dR5iZCCV05Te41bU7ceuXuPRPnLRZ2NYDFw7n3Mu998Qpo9p43rdT2djc2t6p7tb29g8Oj+rHJ10tM4VJB0smVT9GmjAqSMdQw0g/VQTxmJFePLkr/N4TUZpK8WimKYk4GgmaUIyMlYIw5nkoORmh2aDe8FxvDrhO/JI0QIn2oP4TDiXOOBEGM6R14HupiXKkDMWMzGphpkmK8ASNSGCpQJzoKJ+fPIMXVhnCRCpbwsC5+nciR1zrKY9tJ0dmrFe9QvzPCzKT3EY5FWlmiMCLRUnGoJGw+B8OqSLYsKklCCtqb4V4jBTCxqa0tCXmRSb+agLrpNt0/Su3+XDdaLllOlVwBs7BJfDBDWiBe9AGHYCBBC/gFbw5z8678+F8LlorTjlzCpbgfP0CdEeX9g==</latexit>

!

y

`(dy)
✓
sin ✓ `(dy)
<latexit sha1_base64="cyVkb1QRtYubkM4cgn2GUTTmYdw=">AAACDnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGTbAIFaQkpVLdFdy4rGAf0IQymUzaoTNJmJkIIeYf/Aa3unYnbv0Fl/6JkzZCK3rgwuGce7mH40aUCGman1ppZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnd0/cPeiKMOcJdFNKQD1woMCUB7koiKR5EHEPmUtx3p9e537/HXJAwuJNJhB0GxwHxCYJSSSP9yMaU1mwG5YSz1Mtsl6VJdjbSq1bdnMEw662LxlXTUqRQfqwqKNAZ6V+2F6KY4UAiCoUYWmYknRRySRDFWcWOBY4gmsIxHioaQIaFk87yZ8apUjzDD7maQBozdfEihUyIhLlqMw8qfnu5+Jc3jKV/6aQkiGKJAzR/5MfUkKGRl2F4hGMkaaIIRJyorAaaQA6RVJUtfXFZttjJ/6TXqFuK3zar7fOinTI4BiegBizQAm1wAzqgCxB4AE/gGbxoj9qr9qa9z1dLWnFzCJagfXwDpFac6w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="n0t9xEo0Und2adAV475fsArk/O0=">AAAB/HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGAQPEiYSjd4CXjxGMAskQ+jp1CRtenqG7hohDPEbvOrZm3j1Xzz6J3YWwbg8KHi8V0VVPT+WwqDrvjsLi0vLK6uZtez6xubWdm5nt26iRHOo8UhGuukzA1IoqKFACc1YAwt9CQ1/cDn2G3egjYjUDQ5j8ELWUyIQnKGV6m3sA7JOLu8Wzkpl9/SC/ibFgjtBnsxQ7eQ+2t2IJyEo5JIZ0yq6MXop0yi4hFG2nRiIGR+wHrQsVSwE46WTa0f00CpdGkTalkI6Ub9PpCw0Zhj6tjNk2Dc/vbH4l9dKMDj3UqHiBEHx6aIgkRQjOn6ddoUGjnJoCeNa2Fsp7zPNONqA5rb44chm8vU4/Z/UTwpFy69L+crxLJ0M2ScH5IgUSZlUyBWpkhrh5JY8kEfy5Nw7z86L8zptXXBmM3tkDs7bJ+xXlgU=</latexit>
<latexit

(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="JAwpk3dBalwYDsdieX0H5N3Hv48=">AAACGnicdVDJSgNBEO2JW9yjHr00BkEhhIm43gJePEYwKmRC6OlUkibdPUN3jRCGufsRfoNXPXsTr148+id2FsH1QcHjvSqq6oWxFBZ9/83LTU3PzM7l5xcWl5ZXVgtr65c2SgyHOo9kZK5DZkEKDXUUKOE6NsBUKOEq7J8O/asbMFZE+gIHMTQV62rREZyhk1qFrcAKHWAPkAWlAKTcCRTDnlFpOwtClQ6y3Vah6JcP94/8gxP6m1TK/ghFMkGtVXgP2hFPFGjkklnbqPgxNlNmUHAJ2UKQWIgZ77MuNBzVTIFtpqNfMrrtlDbtRMaVRjpSv06kTFk7UKHrHB5qf3pD8S+vkWDnuJkKHScImo8XdRJJMaLDYGhbGOAoB44wboS7lfIeM4yji+/bllBlLpPPx+n/5HKvXHH8fL9YLU3SyZNNskV2SIUckSo5IzVSJ5zcknvyQB69O+/Je/Zexq05bzKzQb7Be/0AjPqiQw==</latexit>

x

`(d!) =

sin ✓
`(dy)
ky xk
<latexit sha1_base64="cyVkb1QRtYubkM4cgn2GUTTmYdw=">AAACDnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGTbAIFaQkpVLdFdy4rGAf0IQymUzaoTNJmJkIIeYf/Aa3unYnbv0Fl/6JkzZCK3rgwuGce7mH40aUCGman1ppZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnd0/cPeiKMOcJdFNKQD1woMCUB7koiKR5EHEPmUtx3p9e537/HXJAwuJNJhB0GxwHxCYJSSSP9yMaU1mwG5YSz1Mtsl6VJdjbSq1bdnMEw662LxlXTUqRQfqwqKNAZ6V+2F6KY4UAiCoUYWmYknRRySRDFWcWOBY4gmsIxHioaQIaFk87yZ8apUjzDD7maQBozdfEihUyIhLlqMw8qfnu5+Jc3jKV/6aQkiGKJAzR/5MfUkKGRl2F4hGMkaaIIRJyorAaaQA6RVJUtfXFZttjJ/6TXqFuK3zar7fOinTI4BiegBizQAm1wAzqgCxB4AE/gGbxoj9qr9qa9z1dLWnFzCJagfXwDpFac6w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1zx5avfp/oArsJcklVLL3fvJdqM=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLeqym2ARKkhJSqW6K7hxWcFeoAllMj1th84kYWYilJCFD+EzuNW1O3HrA7j0TZy0BW31h4GP/5zDOfP7EaNS2fankVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g/Mw6O2DGNBoEVCFoqujyUwGkBLUcWgGwnA3GfQ8SfXWb1zD0LSMLhT0wg8jkcBHVKClbb6ZtEFxsoux2oseDJIXZ8nbshhhNOzvlmyK/WL6lXNseyKPdMPOAsooYWaffPLHYQk5hAowrCUPceOlJdgoShhkBbcWEKEyQSPoKcxwBykl8w+kVqn2hlYw1DoFyhr5v6eSDCXcsp93ZldK1drmflfrRer4aWX0CCKFQRkvmgYM0uFVpaINaACiGJTDZgIqm+1yBgLTJTObWmLz1OdibOawF9oVyuO5ttaqXG+SCePiugElZGD6qiBblATtRBBD+gJPaMX49F4Nd6M93lrzljMHKMlGR/flOOfCA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HDVPcIw5TKJM/xh8ZoWdBqwrzDY=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuJAyIwVdFty4rGAv0A4lk2ba2CQzJBmxDPUZ3Oranbj1XVz6JmbaWdjWHwIf/zmHc/IHMWfauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxTVZvP1KlWSTvzSSmvsBDyUJGsLFWqxeI9GnaL1fcqjsTWgUvhwrkavTLP71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6npV6iaYzJGA9p16LEgmo/nV07RWfWGaAwUvZJg2bu34kUC60nIrCdApuRXq5l5n+1bmLCaz9lMk4MlWS+KEw4MhHKvo4GTFFi+MQCJorZWxEZYYWJsQEtbAlElom3nMAqtC6rnuW7WqV+kadThBM4hXPw4ArqcAsNaAKBB3iBV3hznp1358P5nLcWnHzmGBbkfP0CoN6V0Q==</latexit>
<latexit

x

<latexit sha1_base64="mHRhNN7iiUl4zgkg0ufUigHCx+Q=">AAACInicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIIlpmRNCNILhxWcFeoFNKJs20oUlmSM6IZZx38CF8Bre6dieuBDe+iellYVt/CHz85xzOyR/Eghtw3S8nt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbhW3d2omSjRlVRqJSDcCYpjgilWBg2CNWDMiA8HqQf96WK/fM214pO5gELOWJF3FQ04JWKtdPLrEfqgJTX3DlQ89BiRL/UfsBzIdZPhkBA8Z9h+zdrHklt2R8Dx4EyihiSrt4o/fiWgimQIqiDFNz42hlRINnAqWFfzEsJjQPumypkVFJDOtdPSnDB9Yp4PDSNunAI/cvxMpkcYMZGA7JYGema0Nzf9qzQTCi1bKVZwAU3S8KEwEhggPA8IdrhkFMbBAqOb2Vkx7xEYENsapLYEcZuLNJjAPtdOyZ/n2rHR1PEknj/bQPjpEHjpHV+gGVVAVUfSEXtArenOenXfnw/kct+acycwumpLz/QuUwKTA</latexit>

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Definitions of S(𝒙) and 𝜕 2 Ω(𝒙). (b) Deriving the change-of-measure ratio sin 𝜃 /∥𝒚 − 𝒙 ∥ in Eq. (36) by projecting a
differential curve d𝒚 to the surface of a unit sphere around 𝒙.

can be further expressed as
𝐿 ins (𝒙 0, 𝝎) =

∫

𝑓p (𝒙 0, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙 0, 𝝎 ′) d𝝎 ′ +

H+

∫

𝑓p (𝒙 0, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙 0, 𝝎 ′) d𝝎 ′,

(33)

H−

where H+ and H− are the two hemispheres separated by the boundary at 𝒙 0 (see Figure 8) given by
H+ = {𝝎 ′ ∈ S2 : ⟨𝒏(𝒙 0 ), 𝝎 ′⟩ > 0},

H− = {𝝎 ′ ∈ S2 : ⟨𝒏(𝒙 0 ), 𝝎 ′⟩ < 0},

(34)

where 𝒏(𝒙 0 ) is the boundary normal pointing toward the exterior of the medium (i.e., ⟨𝒏(𝒙 0 ), 𝝎⟩ < 0).
3.2.4 Differentiation of the in-Scattered radiance. Evaluating the RHS of Eq. (30) also requires the derivative of
the in-scattered radiance 𝐿 ins of Eq. (??). Recall that 𝐿 ins is expressed as an integral of 𝑓p (𝒙, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) over
directions 𝝎 ′. Note that 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) may have discontinuities in 𝝎 ′ (for fixed 𝒙) due to visibility changes. Thus, to
differentiate 𝐿 ins , we must consider how the discontinuities change with respect to the scene parameter 𝜋.
Let S(𝒙) ⊂ S2 be a set of spherical curves capturing all discontinuities of 𝑓p (𝒙, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) with respect to
′
𝝎 (see the red curves in Figure 9). At an interior point 𝒙 ∈ Ω \ 𝜕Ω and direction 𝝎 ∈ S2 , the derivative of 𝐿 ins
can be expressed as
∫
∫


𝐿¤ ins (𝒙, 𝝎) =
𝜕𝜋 𝑓p (𝒙, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) d𝝎 ′ +
⟨𝒏 ⊥, 𝝎¤ ′⟩ 𝑓p (𝒙, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) Δ𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) dℓ (𝝎 ′) .
(35)
S2

S(𝒙)

|
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The first term on the RHS of this equation is an integral over the unit sphere S2 , which is independent of the
scene parameter 𝜋, making the integral variable 𝝎 ′ also be 𝜋-independent. To evaluate this term, the derivative
of the phase function 𝑓p is needed. In practice, 𝑓p usually has analytical expressions, allowing 𝑓¤𝑝 (𝒙, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) to be
obtained using symbolic differentiation.
The second term in Eq. (35) arises from the boundary integral term in Eq. (??) after Reynolds transport
theorem (14) is applied. It emerges due to the discontinuities of 𝑓p (𝒙, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) with respect to 𝝎 ′, corresponding to how the discontinuities “move” as the scene parameter 𝜋 varies. We denote this integral as 𝐵 ins (𝒙, 𝝎),
wherein 𝝎¤ ′ is the change rate (with respect to 𝜋) of the discontinuity location 𝝎 ′, and ℓ (𝝎 ′) indicates the curve
length measure.
In Eq. (35), 𝒏 ⊥ is a vector in the tangent space of S2 at 𝝎 ′ perpendicular to the discontinuity curve (see Figure 6).
Further, Δ𝐿 is the radiance difference across a discontinuity curve in S(𝒙). We discuss both terms in more detail
later in this subsection.
While 𝐵 ins integrates over a set of spherical curves on S2 , it is computationally more convenient to rewrite this
integral in terms of boundary curves in the 3D space. As shown in Figure 10, the 3D boundary curves comprise
all the geometric edges that cause discontinuities of 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) in 𝝎 ′ when viewed from 𝒙, including (i) boundary
edges associated with only one face; (ii) silhouette edges shared by a front-facing and a back-facing face; and
(iii) front-facing sharp edges across which the surface normals are discontinuous.
Let 𝜕 2 Ω(𝒙) ⊂ 𝜕Ω denote all the boundary curves when viewed from 𝒙. By changing the measure of curve
length from S2 to the 3D Euclidean space, we rewrite the last term 𝐵 ins (𝒙, 𝝎) in Eq. (35) as
∫
sin 𝜃
dℓ (𝒚),
(36)
𝐵 ins (𝒙, 𝝎) =
𝒏 ⊥, 𝜕𝜋 (𝒚 → 𝒙) 𝑓p (𝒙, 𝒙 → 𝒚, 𝝎)Δ𝐿(𝒙, 𝒚 → 𝒙) 𝑉 (𝒙, 𝒚)
2
∥𝒚
− 𝒙∥
𝜕 Ω (𝒙)
where 𝒚 → 𝒙 indicates the normalized direction from 𝒚 to 𝒙, 𝜕𝜋 (𝒚 → 𝒙) is the same as 𝝎¤ ′, 𝑉 (𝒙, 𝒚) denotes
the mutual visibility between 𝒙 and 𝒚, and 𝜃 is the angle between the tangent direction at 𝒚 and 𝒚 → 𝒙 (see
Figure 9-b). As a result, ℓ (𝒚) here is the length measure in Euclidean space.
Lastly, we discuss how to compute the ingredients needed for evaluating Eq. (35), namely, 𝒏 ⊥ , 𝝎¤ ′ = 𝜕𝜋 (𝒚 → 𝒙),
and Δ𝐿.
Normal. The normal 𝒏 ⊥ in Eqs. (35) and (36) emerges from the application of Reynolds transport theorem (14)
and represents the normal vector of the discontinuity boundary on the integration manifold (i.e., S2 ). Therefore,
𝒏 ⊥ must be in the tangent space of 𝝎 ′ ∈ S2 .
In practice, when the scene geometry is depicted using polygonal meshes, the boundary curves 𝜕 2 Ω(𝒙) in
Eq. (36) are comprised of polygonal face edges. Consider an edge with endpoints 𝒑 and 𝒒. Its projection on a unit
sphere centered at 𝒙 is an arc on which every point has the same normal in the tangent space (see Figure 6-a):
(𝒑 − 𝒙) × (𝒒 − 𝒙)
𝒏⊥ =
.
(37)
∥ (𝒑 − 𝒙) × (𝒒 − 𝒙) ∥
Change rate of 𝝎 ′. Boundary curves in 𝜕 2 Ω(𝒙) may vary with respect to the scene parameter 𝜋—for example,
an object may move in 3D along a trajectory parameterized by 𝜋. Suppose that a point 𝒚 ∈ 𝜕 2 Ω(𝒙) has a change
rate 𝒚.
¤ Then, the corresponding direction 𝝎 ′ = (𝒚 → 𝒙) has the derivative:


D
E
𝒙−𝒚
𝒙−
¤ 𝒚¤
𝒙−
¤ 𝒚¤
𝝎¤ ′ = 𝜕𝜋 ∥𝒙−𝒚 ∥ = ∥𝒙−𝒚 ∥ − 𝝎 ′ 𝝎 ′, ∥𝒙−𝒚 ∥ .
(38)
Evaluating Δ𝐿. Recall that, in Eq. (35), Δ𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) indicates the difference in radiance across discontinuity
ˆ when 𝝎ˆ
boundaries with respect to 𝝎 ′. This is given by the difference between two one-sided limits of Δ𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎)
approaches the discontinuity boundary 𝝎 ′ from both sides along the normal direction 𝒏 ⊥ . Namely,
Δ𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′) = lim− 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′ + 𝜖 𝒏 ⊥ ) − lim+ 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′ + 𝜖 𝒏 ⊥ ).
𝜖→0

𝜖→0
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(a) Boundary edges
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(b) Silhouette edges

(c) Sharp edges

Fig. 10. Three types of edges (drawn in yellow) that can cause geometric discontinuities: (a) boundary, (b) silhouette, and
(c) sharp.

3.2.5 Differentiation of the interfacial scattering operator. We now move on to the second term in Figure 7, the
derivative of KS 𝐿. Differentiating (KS 𝐿) (𝒙, 𝝎) = 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝝎) 𝐿r (𝒙 0, 𝝎) yields
(𝜕𝜋 KS 𝐿) (𝒙, 𝝎) = 𝜕𝜋 [𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) 𝐿r (𝒙 0, 𝒙)]
= 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) 𝐿¤r (𝒙 0, 𝝎) + 𝑇¤ (𝒙 0, 𝒙) 𝐿r (𝒙 0, 𝝎)



= 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) − Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝐷) + 𝐷¤ 𝜎t (𝒙 0 ) 𝐿r (𝒙 0, 𝝎) + 𝐿¤r (𝒙 0, 𝝎) .

(40)

The expression of 𝑇¤ (𝒙 0, 𝒙) equals:

𝑇¤ (𝒙 0, 𝒙) = −𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝐷) + 𝐷¤ 𝜎t (𝒙 0 ) ,

(41)

where Σt follows the definition in Eq. (31) but with the distance variable 𝜏 replaced by 𝐷. The last term 𝐷¤ 𝜎t (𝒙 0 )
appears because the total travel distance 𝐷 in the medium depends on the medium’s boundary that might change
under 𝜋.
The last component needed in Eq. (40) is 𝐿¤r (𝒙 0, 𝝎), whose specific form is analogous to 𝐿¤ ins from Eq. (35) since
both 𝐿 ins and 𝐿r involve integrations over S2 (with the difference that 𝐿r modulates incident radiance with the
cosine-weighted BSDF 𝑓s , while 𝐿 ins uses the phase function 𝑓p ). Thus, 𝐿¤r takes the form expressed in Eq. (42):
∫
¤𝐿r (𝒙, 𝝎) =
𝜕𝜋 [𝑓s (𝒙, −𝝎 ′, 𝝎) 𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎 ′)] d𝝎 ′ +
S2
∫
sin 𝜃
𝒏 ⊥, 𝜕𝜋 (𝒚 → 𝒙) 𝑓s (𝒙, 𝒙 → 𝒚, 𝝎)Δ𝐿(𝒙, 𝒚 → 𝒙) 𝑉 (𝒙, 𝒚) ∥𝒚−𝒙
∥ dℓ (𝒚), (42)
𝜕 2 Ω (𝒙)

where Δ𝐿 follows Eq. (39). Further, 𝜕𝜋 𝑓s 𝐿 in the first term depends on the derivative of the BSDF 𝑓s which can
generally be obtained using symbolic/automated differentiation.
¤ The final term in Figure 7 is the derivative of 𝐿 (0) = 𝑇 𝐿e . Since Eq. (40) has already provided
3.2.6 Completing 𝐿.
(0)
¤
𝜕𝜋 𝑇 𝐿r , 𝐿 can be obtained by respectively replacing 𝐿r and 𝐿¤r in Eq. (40) with 𝐿e and 𝐿¤e , yielding



𝐿¤ (0) (𝒙, 𝝎) = 𝜕𝜋 [𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) 𝐿e (𝒙 0, 𝝎)] = 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) − Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝐷) + 𝐷¤ 𝜎t (𝒙 0 ) 𝐿e (𝒙 0, 𝝎) + 𝐿¤e (𝒙 0, 𝝎) .
(43)
Similar to 𝑓¤𝑝 and 𝑓¤𝑠 , 𝐿¤e (𝒙 0, 𝝎) can be obtained using symbolic differentiation.
¤ the partial scene derivative of the interior radiance
Putting together. We now combine Eqs. (30, 40, 43) to get 𝐿,
𝐿.
Since 𝐿¤ = 𝐿¤r + 𝐿¤e , adding Eq. (40) and (43) effectively yields the derivative of the source term 𝑄:





¤ 0, 𝝎) .
𝑄¤ (𝒙, 𝝎) = 𝜕𝜋 KS 𝐿 + 𝐿¤ (0) (𝒙, 𝝎) = 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) − Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝐷) + 𝐷¤ 𝜎t (𝒙 0 ) 𝐿(𝒙 0, 𝝎) + 𝐿(𝒙
18
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¤ as shown in Eq. (??) below.
Adding Eq. (30) and (44) completes the derivation of 𝐿,
∫ 𝐷


•
[𝐿(𝒙, 𝝎)] =
𝑇 (𝒙 ′, 𝒙) 𝜎s (𝒙 ′) 𝐿¤ ins (𝒙 ′, 𝝎) + (𝜎¤s (𝒙 ′) − Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝜏) 𝜎s (𝒙 ′)) 𝐿 ins (𝒙 ′, 𝝎) d𝜏
0



¤ 0, 𝝎) + 𝐷¤ 𝜎s (𝒙 0 ) 𝐿 ins (𝒙 0, 𝝎) .
+ 𝑇 (𝒙 0, 𝒙) − Σt (𝒙, 𝝎, 𝐷) + 𝐷¤ 𝜎t (𝒙 0 ) 𝐿(𝒙 0, 𝝎) + 𝐿(𝒙

3.3

(45)

Radiative Backpropagation

The preceding two sections discussed various challenges that arise during the differentiation of light transport
integrals containing discontinuities. We now turn to another important aspect that distinguishes differentiable
from “ordinary“ rendering: the parameter space X tends to be high-dimensional (106 − 109 D), and the same is
also true for the rendered image y ∈ Y. This implies that the Jacobian matrix J 𝑓 = 𝜕𝑓 /𝜕x of partial derivatives
of 𝑓 is extremely large—e.g. ∼ 3.7 terabytes of memory in single precision if dim X = dim Y = 106 , making its
explicit storage or computation impractical. The Jacobian also lacks the sparseness or low-rank structure that are
common requirements of algorithms that can efficiently operate on large matrices.
Although working with J 𝑓 directly is hopeless, matrix-vector products involving J 𝑓 can be computed very
efficiently, as we will see in this section. Two different types of matrix-vector products are used by current differentiable renderers: forward-mode methods evaluate 𝜹 y = J 𝑓 𝜹 x to determine how an infinitesimal perturbation
𝜹 x of the scene parameters changes the output image. In the simplest case, 𝜹 x is a “one-hot“ vector, which will
extract a single column of J 𝑓 and thus visualize how the rendered image will change when one of the scene
parameters is perturbed, as shown below for a Rubik’s cube.

For example, the second image shows that changing the color of the front faces of the Rubik’s cube will lead to a
corresponding change in the rendered image (where red indicates a positive change and blue indicates negative
changes). Also, observe how the indirect nature of light (inter-reflection) leads to changes in the reflection on
the shiny table. Forward-mode differentiation can be handy to visualize and debug differentiable rendering
algorithms, but it is a poor fit for gradient-based optimization of scenes with many parameters, since its runtime
cost grows linearly with the number of scene parameters for which derivatives are sought.
In contrast, reverse-mode approaches rely on a matrix-vector product involving the transpose of the Jacobian,
i.e., 𝜹 x = J𝑓𝑇 𝜹 y , which captures how the scene parameters should be updated to realize a desired perturbation
𝜹 y of the output image. This is an ideal match for gradient-based optimization involving the composition a
rendering algorithm and an objective function. Together with the chain rule, it enables splitting the differentiation
of 𝑓 (𝑔(x)) into three conceptual steps:
(1) Running an ordinary rendering algorithm to obtain y = 𝑓 (x).
(2) Differentiating the objective function in reverse mode to obtain 𝜹 y = J𝑇𝑔 (y) · 1. The parentheses indicate
that the derivative of the objective is evaluated at y, and the right hand side of the matrix-vector product is
trivial as 𝑔 is scalar-valued. This operation produces a vector with one element per pixel of the output image,
indicating how the image should be changed to first order.
Variables containing derivatives with respect to the optimization objective are denoted adjoint variables in the
context of reverse-mode differentiation, and for this reason, we will call 𝜹 y ∈ R𝑛 the adjoint rendering. Note
the term adjoint has a variety of other meanings, e.g. to characterize equations and algorithms that build on
19
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the reciprocal nature of light transport and scattering. As we will see shortly, these two interpretations are
closely related when derivatives are at play. .
(3) Finally, the last step entails differentiating the rendering algorithm in reverse mode to obtain 𝜹 x = J𝑇𝑓 (x) · 𝜹 y .
In the following, we will only focus on this part, since it requires new methods specific to differentiable
rendering and thus represents the main source of difficulty.
Differentiation of numerical algorithms is commonly performed out using tools for automatic differentiation
(AD), which Section 5.2 will discuss in more detail. In particular, forward and reverse mode are standard choices
within a large design space supported by modern AD tools. However, simply applying reverse-mode AD to an
entire rendering algorithm is unlikely to yield satisfactory results due to the vast amount of arithmetic with
incoherent control flow performed by physics-based rendering techniques.
Reverse-mode AD hinges on the ability to replay the execution of a program in reverse, which requires
maintenance of some kind of data structure (computation graph, queue, etc.) enabling this reversal. For non-trivial
rendering tasks involving global inter-reflection, this data structure becomes staggeringly large, exceeding the
available system memory by many orders of magnitude. Simple scenes rendered at low resolutions and sample
counts can fit, though the memory traffic to maintain this data structure is often a severe performance bottleneck
even in such cases.
This section presents the high-level ideas underlying radiative backpropagation (RBP) [31], which is an alternative approach to differentiable rendering that addresses this limitation. Its main insight is that reverse-mode
differentiation of a rendering algorithm has a physical interpretation where “derivative radiation” is “emitted” by
sensors, “scattered” by the scene, and eventually “received” by objects with differentiable parameters. In this
section, we will derive this analogy in a simplified setting.
Radiative backpropagation solves this modified light transport problem to fully decouple steps 1 and 3 of
the previous list, removing the need for an intermediate data structure for program reversal. This enables
differentiable simulation of complex scenes (e.g. long-running simulations involving many parameters) with
greatly improved performance: speedups of up to a factor of 1000× were observed by Nimier-David et al. in a
comparison to reverse-mode AD.

3.4

Primal equations

To keep the discussion short, we will focus on the core idea without worrying about discontinuities, moving
cameras, and participating media—the resulting method will thus compute shading and illumination-related
derivatives only. For completeness, we briefly recapitulate the three equations that fully define the original
(non-differentiated) light transport problem: the first is the measurement equation, which expresses the value of
pixel measurements 𝐼𝑘 via a ray-space integral involving the pixel’s importance function 𝑊𝑘 and the incident
radiance 𝐿𝑖 [41]:
∫ ∫
𝐼𝑘 =
𝑊𝑘 (p, 𝝎) 𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎) d𝝎 ⊥ dp.
A

𝑆2

Such ray-space product integrals can also be interpreted as a type of inner product, simplifying the notation:
C ⟨𝑊𝑘 , 𝐿𝑖 ⟩.

(46)

Next, the transport equation relates incident and outgoing radiance using the ray tracing function r(p, 𝝎), which
returns the nearest surface visible along the ray (p, 𝝎):
𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎) = 𝐿𝑜 (r(p, 𝝎), −𝝎).
20
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Finally, the rendering equation goes in the opposite direction and relates outgoing to incident radiance via the
surface’s emission and BSDF:
∫
𝐿𝑜 (p, 𝝎) = 𝐿𝑒 (p, 𝝎) + 𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎′) 𝑓𝑠 (p, 𝝎, 𝝎′) d𝝎′⊥ .
(48)
𝑆2

Scattering and transport both can be shown to be linear operators (i.e. an infinite-dimensional generalization of a
matrix) [3, 41], hence the above two equations are often abbreviated as
𝐿𝑖 = KT 𝐿𝑜 ,

𝐿𝑜 = 𝐿𝑒 + KS 𝐿𝑖 ,

where KT and KS and encode (47) and (48), respectively. Substituting both operators and solving for 𝐿𝑜 yields
the solution operator KR , which can be expressed in terms of a Neumann series expansion.
𝐿𝑜 = 𝐿𝑒 + KS KT 𝐿𝑜
= (𝐼 − KS KT ) −1 𝐿𝑒 =
|
{z
}

∞
Õ

(KS KT )𝑖 𝐿𝑒 ,

𝑖=0

CKR

where 𝐼 is the identity. Substituting these relations into the measurement equation (46) transforms it into
𝐼𝑘 = ⟨𝑊𝑘 , 𝐿𝑖 ⟩
= ⟨𝑊𝑘 , KT 𝐿𝑜 ⟩
= ⟨𝑊𝑘 , KT KR 𝐿𝑒 ⟩.
Veach also showed that KS , KT , and KT KR are all self-adjoint linear operators (in the sense of functional analysis)
when the scene satisfies elementary physical constraints—in particular, energy-conserving and reciprocal BSDFs.
Self-adjoint operators K have the property that ⟨K 𝑣 1, 𝑣 2 ⟩ = ⟨𝑣 1, K 𝑣 2 ⟩, which implies that
𝐼𝑘 = ⟨𝑊𝑘 , KT KR 𝐿𝑒 ⟩. = ⟨KT KR𝑊𝑘 , 𝐿𝑒 ⟩.
This equation is the foundation of algorithms such as bidirectional path tracing: it states that instead of transporting
radiance to the sensor, we can also go the other way and transport importance 𝑊𝑘 to the light sources and
perform the ray-space product integral there. The main appeal of this equivalence is that it exposes alternative
sampling strategies that often achieve a lower amount of variance compared to standard path tracing.

3.5

Differential equations

We now turn again to differentiable rendering: by differentiating the left and right-hand side of the measurement,
transport, and rendering equations, we obtain a simple differential theory similar to what was previously
discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2. In contrast to these sections, our focus will be on obtaining a formulation
enabling reverse-mode differentiation.
To start, a differential measurement of pixel 𝑘 involves a ray-space inner product involving differential incident
radiance 𝜕x 𝐿𝑖 and importance 𝑊𝑘 (where we have assumed a static sensor and the short-hand notation 𝜕x refers
to a gradient with respect to all scene parameters).
∫ ∫
𝜕x 𝐼𝑘 =
𝑊𝑘 (p, 𝝎) 𝜕x 𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎) d𝝎 ⊥ dp.
(49)
A 𝑆2

We shall think of differential radiance as simply another type of radiance that can be emitted, scattered, and
received by sensors. Differentiating the transport equation yields no surprises: differential radiance is transported
in the same manner as normal radiance:
𝜕x 𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎) = 𝜕x 𝐿𝑜 (r(p, 𝝎), −𝝎).
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The derivative of the rendering equation is interesting:
∫


𝜕x 𝐿𝑜 (p, 𝝎) = 𝜕x 𝐿𝑒 (p, 𝝎) +
𝜕x 𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎 ′) 𝑓𝑠 (p, 𝝎, 𝝎 ′) + 𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎 ′) 𝜕x 𝑓𝑠 (p, 𝝎, 𝝎 ′) d𝝎 ′⊥(51)
.
| {z } 𝑆 2 |
{z
} |
{z
}
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

The above can be interpreted as another kind of energy balance equation. In particular,
• Term 1. Differential radiance is “emitted” by light sources with differentiable parameters.
• Term 2. Differential radiance incident on a surface “scatters” just like normal radiance (according to the BSDF).
• Term 3. Surfaces with differentiable parameters convert ordinary radiance into differentiable radiance. Terms
1 and 3 together constitute the two causes of “differential emission”.
Based on this observation, we separate terms 1 and 3 into a new differential emission term
∫
Q(x, 𝜔) = 𝜕x 𝐿𝑒 (p, 𝝎) +
𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎 ′) 𝜕x 𝑓𝑠 (p, 𝝎, 𝝎 ′) d𝝎 ′⊥,
𝑆2

enabling (51) to be stated as a standard rendering equation involving Q:
𝜕x 𝐿𝑜 = Q + KS 𝜕x 𝐿𝑖 .
Note the boldface term Q: this is a vector-valued equation specifying a separate light transport problem per
differentiable parameter. Another important difference of Q compared to an ordinary emission term is that it can
take on negative values. Other than that, this interpretation involves the same equations and operators, making
it possible to directly write down the solution in terms of the standard solution operator KR .
𝜕x 𝐿𝑜 = Q + KS KT 𝜕x 𝐿𝑜 = KR Q.

(52)

This process generalizes to more complex settings (differentiable participating media and geometry), in which
case Q contains additional terms. Let’s now see how all of this is useful.

3.6

Putting things together

Recall our goal of evaluating J𝑇𝑓 𝜹 𝑦 efficiently as part of step (3) on page 20. We also saw in the visualizations
on page 19 how each column of the Jacobian records a “gradient image” with respect to a scene parameter 𝑥𝑖 .
Similarly, each row (or column of the transpose) holds derivatives of a single pixel measurement 𝐼 0, . . . , 𝐼𝑛 with
respect to all scene parameters x:


J𝑇𝑓 = 𝜕x 𝐼 0, . . . , 𝜕x 𝐼𝑛 .
(53)
The matrix-vector multiplication J𝑇𝑓 𝜹 𝑦 then yields
J𝑇𝑓 𝜹 y =

𝑛
Õ

𝜹 y,𝑘 𝜕x 𝐼𝑘

𝑘=1

where 𝜹 y,𝑘 is the 𝑘-th pixel of 𝜹 y . Next, we expand 𝜕x 𝐼𝑘 using the differential measurement equation (49) and regroup:
#
∫ ∫ "Õ
𝑛
=
𝜹 y,𝑘𝑊𝑘 (p, 𝝎) 𝜕x 𝐿𝑖 (p, 𝝎) d𝝎 ⊥ dp,
A

𝑆2

𝑘=1

|

{z

C𝐴𝑒 (p,𝝎)

}

where we have defined the emitted adjoint radiance 𝐴𝑒 (p, 𝝎). The reason for this naming convention is that the
original rendering records radiance values, and 𝐴𝑒 encodes how this radiance should change to improve the
objective function.
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Just like importance, we also shall think of adjoint radiance 𝐴𝑒 as an emitted quantity—for instance, in the
case of a pinhole camera, it can be interpreted as a textured “spot light” that projects the adjoint rendering into
the scene. With these simplifications, the desired gradient turns into simply another inner product on ray space:
J𝑇𝑓 𝜹 y = ⟨𝐴𝑒 , 𝜕x 𝐿𝑖 ⟩
which can be expressed directly in terms of the emission Q via the solution operator (52)
= ⟨𝐴𝑒 , KT KR Q⟩.
At this point, we refer back to Section 3.4, whose end highlights the self-adjointness of KT KR . Once more, we
can exploit the reciprocal nature of the physics of light to propagate differential radiation “from the other end”,
i.e., starting with adjoint radiance at the sensor, and scattering and transporting it towards scene positions p with
differentiable parameters (i.e. nonzero Q(p, ·)):
J𝑇𝑓 𝜹 y = ⟨KT KR𝐴𝑒 , Q⟩.

(54)

The impact of this change is profound and goes far beyond simple variance improvements as was the case for
bidirectional path tracing. This is due to the dimension of the involved quantities: 𝐴𝑒 associates an intensity value
with rays passing through the sensor’s aperture, and solving the associated transport problem (i.e. KT KR𝐴𝑒 ) is
just like rendering an ordinary scene (i.e. “easy”).
In contrast, Q is a vector-valued function with millions to billions of entries—one for each differentiable scene
parameter. Evaluating KT KR Q would entail the solution of that many separate transport problems, which is
clearly impractical.

4

PSEUDOCODE AND DISCUSSION

A simple path tracing-style implementation based on these insights has the following structure:
def rbp(p, omega, adjoint_radiance):
# 1. Find intersection with the closest surface
p' = ray_intersect(p, omega)
# 2. Accumulate scene parameter gradients
grad += Q(p, -omega) * adjoint_radiance
# 3. Sample the surface's BSDF
omega', weight = sample_bsdf(p', -omega)
# 4. Recurse
rbp(p', omega', adjoint_radiance * weight)
This algorithm would be invoked with directions (𝑝, 𝜔) sampled from the sensor’s importance function (e.g. uniform in image space for orthographic or pinhole camera models), and the third argument is initialized with the
corresponding value from the adjoint rendering 𝜹 𝑦 . Alternatively, one could also directly importance sample the
pixels of 𝜹 𝑦 proportional to their value as an additional variance reduction strategy.
Step 2 is a critical component, which evaluates the differential emission Q, weights the result by the adjoint
radiance propagated along the current sub-path, and accumulates the product into a global gradient vector grad. A
property of Q with significant performance implications is its sparsity: at a given surface location p, it will normally
only depend on a few parameters including shading model parameters or nearby texels influencing the appearance
at p. In practice, this step will therefore perform highly localized updates to components instead of modifying
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Fig. 11. Silhouette edges are the main cause of the discontinuities in rendering. Given a viewpoint 𝑣 and an edge associated
with two faces, the edge is a silhouette if for any point
 𝑝 on it, the vector 𝑝 − 𝑣 is facing towards different directions with
respect to the two normals, that is, sign ⟨𝑝 − 𝑣, 𝑛 𝑓 ⟩ ≠ sign (⟨𝑝 − 𝑣, 𝑛𝑏 ⟩).

the high-dimensional vector grad directly. We note that this section omitted several other performance-critical
aspects of radiative backpropagation to keep the discussion self-contained and refer to the original paper [31] for
further details.
The function Q contains an integral that requires a Monte Carlo sampling strategy— in practice, the sampled
direction from step 3 can be re-used here, and direct illumination strategies (optionally with Multiple Importance
Sampling) are also of use to further reduce variance. Q, including this sampling step, can be derived by hand,
though this tedious when the scene contains advanced shading models and emitters. AD systems based on static
or dynamic (JIT-based) program transformation are likely preferable in practice. Please see Section 5.2 for a
thorough overview of AD techniques.
Although the high-level structure of the radiative backpropagation superficially resembles path tracing, a
major difference becomes apparent at the implementation level: physics-based rendering algorithms are typically
dominated by gather operations that perform read-only memory accesses to scene data, while a comparably
small number of write operations targets pixels in the output image. In radiative backpropagation, everything is
reversed: the method reads from an image and is dominated by scatter operations that update gradients associated
with different parts of the scene.
Radiative Backpropagation resembles the adjoint sensitivity method [36] from the area of optimal control. Here,
an ordinary differential equation is integrated up to a certain time in the primal phase. The adjoint phase then
solves the same equation once more backwards in time to propagate sensitivities with respect to an optimization
objective to parameters of the model. The methods are similar mainly in spirit, while the details vary considerably:
the adjoint sensitivity method is an approach for ordinary differential equations with a reversible time dimension,
while rendering typically involves steady-state simulations (i.e. lacking a natural time dimension) involving
integral- and integro-differential equations.

4.1

Path-Space Differentiable Rendering

TBD.

5 PHYSICS-BASED DIFFERENTIABLE RENDERING IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Monte Carlo Estimators
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Fig. 12. Zhang et al. [44] proposed an alternative edge sampling algorithm by sampling a path segment from an edge directly.
Given an edge, such as an edge associated with the blocker in (a), they sample a segment by randomly selecting a point and
a direction, and connect the segments to light sources and cameras. To efficiently select a direction from the selected edge,
we can use the fact that only a few set of directions will see the edge as a silhouette edge (the green region in b).

5.1.1 Differentiable Path Tracing with Edge Sampling. As mentioned in the previous sections, we can discretize
the boundary integral by sampling points on triangle edges and evaluate the rendering contribution at the two
sides of the edge. A naïve approach is to collect all the edges on the meshes, uniformly select one, and then
uniformly select a point on the edge. This works for simple scenes such as the one in Figure 2 but generates large
variance for more complex scenes. We want to select the edges and points in a smarter way. We will discuss
boundaries integral for the surfaces directly visible to the camera first, then we will discuss boundaries for shadow
and global illumination.
One of the key observation to speedup the sampling of edges is to notice that, if our shading is smooth over
the mesh, the only edges that can be the boundaries are the silhouette edges (Fig. 11). For the edges associated
with two faces, we classify them as non-silhouette if the normals of the two faces face towards the same sides,
when comparing to the vector connecting between an arbitrary point on the edge 𝑝 and the viewpoint 𝑣. That is,
if the two associated faces have normals 𝑛 𝑓 and 𝑛𝑏 , the edge is a silhouette edge if and only if

sign ⟨𝑝 − 𝑣, 𝑛 𝑓 ⟩ ≠ sign (⟨𝑝 − 𝑣, 𝑛𝑏 ⟩) .
(55)
Edges that associate with only one face is always a silhouette edge, and edges associate with three or more faces
can be converted into multiple edges with two faces. The majority of the edges of a mesh
√ with respect to a
viewpoint are not silhouettes, as the number of silhouettes is roughly at the complexity of 𝑁 with 𝑁 being the
number of edges [27].
For directly visible surfaces, given a set of edges of a mesh and the camera position, we can classify them into
silhouette and non-silhouette edges, and then project all the silhouette edges to the screen. The classification and
projection can be done at a precomputation pass before rendering. During rendering, we then randomly pick
one edge with probability proportional to their length in the screen space, and uniformly pick one point on the
edge to evaluate the contribution at the two sides (Eq. 16). This is fast and does not require any sophisticated
data structures. To further improve the edge selection for scenes with high depth complexity, we can potentially
incorporate more advanced occlusion culling algorithms to skip the edges [11, 12]. Finally, this can also be
modified to work with non-pinhole projective cameras: we can compute a bounding box for the aperture of the
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camera, and conservatively classify the edges as silhouette as long as one viewpoint in the bounding box 𝑣 can
view the edge as a silhouette.
For the secondary visibility such as shadow, mirror reflection, and global illumination, determining silhouettes
for our shading points becomes more involved. In contrast to the directly visible surfaces case, now the viewpoint
𝑣 is our shading point and can be anywhere in the scene. Sampling an edge in this case becomes a problem similar
to the many-lights sampling problem [34, 43]. In many-lights sampling, given a shading point and a set of light
sources, we want to sample the light sources to compute the lighting at the shading point. In contrast, now given
a shading point and a set of geometric edges, we want to sample the edges to compute the boundary integral. In
the many-lights sampling literature, a common way (but not the only way) to sample the light sources is to build
a tree data structure to select important light sources while traversing the tree: for each node in the tree, we can
collect some summary statistics of the light sources, such as their total emission power, spatial bounding box,
ranges of their orientations, etc, and use that to determine the importance of the tree node. We can use the same
strategy for sampling edges as well, while rejecting nodes containing only non-silhouettes given a shading point.
Li et al. [23] proposed to detect the silhouette in the Hough space [33] and we refer to Li’s thesis for the details
regarding this approach.
Li’s edge sampling approach [23, 24], while being reasonably efficient for directly visible surfaces, is not
extremely efficient for secondary visibility when the scenes complexity is high. An alternative proposed by Zhang
et al. [44] is to sample a path segment from an edge, and connect that path segment to cameras and light sources
(Fig. 12). When selecting the directions for the path segment, we can make sure the edge is always a silhouette
edge by sampling the directions where all points on that directions will recognize the edge as a silhouette (Fig. 12b).
Zhang et al. further improve this by selecting the edge using a hash-grid where the importance of each grid is
estimated using photon mapping [19]. This approach simplifies the edge selection process and thus makes it
significantly more efficient, since it does not need to select an edge for each shading point. See their paper for
more details.
Selecting an edge efficiently for solving the boundary integral is still an unsovled issue. Zhang et al. [44]’s
approach, while being shown to be efficient for a variety of scenes, still left some cases unhandled. For example, it
is difficult to connect the edge segment to the light sources and cameras when there are highly-specular surfaces,
such as mirror or glass, between the segment’s endpoints and the target. This connection problem resembles
the notorious Specular-Diffuse-Specular light path sampling problem in forward rendering [41]. More future
research is required to solve the full differentiable rendering equation efficiently.
5.1.2 Reparameterized Differentiable Path Tracing. One potential concern regarding edge sampling strategies
for differentiable rendering is the complexity of finding contributing silhouette edges in an arbitrary integrand.
Currently used strategies tend to find high-contribution edge segments with an insufficient density, which leads
to gradients with high variance. This issue grows in severity as the geometric complexity of objects in the scene
increases.
Interestingly, explicit sampling of discontinuities can be avoided by applying carefully chosen changes of
variables that remove the dependence of discontinuities on scene parameters. The resulting integrands of course
still contain discontinuities, but they are static in the re-parameterized integral and hence no longer prevent
differentiation under the integral sign. This section discusses an alternative way of differentiating edges
by performing a suitable change of variables in each integral that is simple to compute using ordinary
ray tracing operations.
5.1.3

Differentiable Volume Path Tracing.
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Automatic Differentiation for Rendering

A substantial amount of the course has been focused on the discontinuities of the rendering integrand, and how
to correctly take them into account. However, most differentiable rendering systems will also need to compute
the interior integrand. For the interior integrands, the discretization commute with the differentiation, so we can
apply existing technique of automatic differentiation [15] to the rendering programs to compute the derivatives.
Widely used deep learning frameworks, such as PyTorch [35] and TensorFlow [1] provide a convenient interface
to array-based computation on GPUs with built-in automatic differentiation. These frameworks are designed for
linear algebra or neural networks, whose computation graphs typically consist of a few hundred arithmetically
intensive operations like matrix-vector multiplications or convolutions. On the flipside, computation graphs
produced by rendering algorithms tend to be highly unstructured and extremely large, containing millions of
operations with very low arithmetic intensity (e.g. additions). Implementing a rendering pipeline inside a deep
learning framework will be extremely inefficient since data are repeated stored to and read back from the memory
buffers. Therefore, we need new automatic differentiation compilers for efficient differentiable rendering.
In this section, we will review how automatic differentiation works, so that the readers can potentially build
their own compilers for differentiating their programs, or manually apply the automatic differentiation rules
to transform their programs. Most of the contents below in the subsection are adapted from Chapter 2 of Li’s
thesis [23]. Griewank [15] provide a good introductory text to automatic differentiation. Villard and Monagan’s
work on Maple’s automatic differentiation compiler [42] is a well written example for how to implement a
compiler for automatic differentiating imperative programs.
Given a computer program containing control flow, loops, and/or recursion, with some real number inputs and
outputs, our goal is to compute the derivatives between the outputs and the inputs. In particular, in differentiable
rendering we are especially interested in the gradients, that is, the derivative of a scalar output with respect to
the inputs.
5.2.1 Finite differences and symbolic derivatives. Before discussing automatic differentiation algorithms, it is
useful to review other ways of generating derivatives, and compare them to automatic differentiation.
A common approximation for derivatives are finite differences, sometimes also called numerical derivatives.
Given a function 𝑓 (𝑥) and an input 𝑥, we approximate the derivative by perturbing 𝑥 by a small amount ℎ:
𝑑 𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥)
≈
or
(56)
𝑑𝑥
ℎ
𝑑 𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ)
≈
.
(57)
𝑑𝑥
2ℎ
The problem with this approximation is two-fold. First, the optimal choice of the step size ℎ in a computer system
is problem dependent. If the step size is too small, the rounding error of the floating point representation becomes
too large. On the other hand, if the step size is too large, the result becomes a poor approximation to the true
derivative. Second, the method is inefficient for multivariate functions. For a function with 100 variables and a
scalar output, computing the full gradient vector requires at least 101 evaluations of the original function.
Another alternative is to treat the content of the function 𝑓 as a sequence of mathematical operations, and
symbolically differentiate the function. Indeed, most of the rules for differentiation are mechanical, and we can
apply the rules to generate 𝑓 ′ (𝑥). However, in our case, 𝑓 (𝑥) is usually an algorithm, and symbolic differentiation
does not scale well with the number of symbols. Consider the following code:
Using the symbolic differentiation tools from mathematical software such as Mathematica [17] would result in
the following expression:
𝑒
𝑑 𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑒𝑒
= 𝑒 𝑥+𝑒
𝑑𝑥

𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑥

+𝑒 𝑒

𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑒

𝑥

+𝑒 𝑒
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+𝑒 𝑒

𝑒𝑒

𝑥
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𝑒𝑥

𝑥
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.
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function f(x):
result = x
for i = 1 to 8:
result = exp(result)
return result

Fig. 13. A code example that iteratively computes a nested exponential for demonstrating the difference between symbolic
differentiation and automatic differentiation.

The size of derivative expression will become intractable when the size of the loop grows much larger. Using
forward-mode automatic differentiation, which will be introduced later, we can generate the following code for
computing derivatives:
function d_f(x):
result = x
d_result = 1
for i = 1 to 8:
result = exp(result)
d_result = d_result * result
return d_result

The code above outputs the exact same values as the symbolic derivative (Equation 58), but is significantly
more efficient (8 v.s. 37 exponentials). This is due to automatic differentiation’s better use of the intermediate
values and the careful factorization of common subexpressions.
5.2.2 Algorithms for generating derivatives. We start from programs with only function calls and elementary
operations such as addition and multiplication. In particular, we do not allow recursive or circular function calls.
Later, we generalize the idea to handle control flow such as loops and branches, and handle recursion. Throughout
the chapter, we assume all function calls are side-effect free. To the author’s knowledge, there are no known
automatic differentiation algorithms for transforming arbitrary functions with side effects.
The key to automatic differentiation is the chain rule. Consider the following code with input x and output z:
y = f(x)
z = g(y)
𝑑𝑔 (𝑦)

𝑑 𝑓 (𝑥)

Assume we already know the derivative functions 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 , and we are interested in the derivative of
the output z with respect to input x. We can compute the derivative by applying the chain rule:
dydx = dfdx(x)
dzdy = dgdy(y)
dzdx = dzdy * dydx

We can recursively apply the rule to generate derivative functions, until the function is an elementary function
for which we know the analytical derivatives, such as addition, multiplication, sin(), or exp().
A useful mental model for automatic differentiation is the computational graph. It can be used for representing
dependencies between variables. The nodes of the graph are the variables and the edges are the derivatives
between the adjacent vertices. In the case above the graph is linear:
x

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

y
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Computing derivatives from a computational graph involves traversal of the graph, and gathering of different
paths that connect inputs and outputs.
In practice, most functions are multivariate, and often times we want to have multiple derivatives such as for
the gradient vector. In this case, different derivatives may have common paths in the computational graph that can
be factored out, which can greatly impact efficiency. Consider the following code example and its computational
graph:
x0
y = f(x0, x1)
z = g(y)
w0, w1 = h(z)

w0
y

z

x1

w1

Fig. 14. Code example and computational graph with two inputs x0, x1 and two outputs w0, w1

There are four derivatives between the two outputs and two inputs. We can obtain them by traversing the four
corresponding paths in the computational graph:
x0

w0
y

x0
y

z

x1

w1
0
(a) 𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥 0

w0

x0
y

z

x1

w0

w1

w1
1
(c) 𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥 0

w0
y

z

x1

0
(b) 𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥 1

x0
z

x1

w1
1
(d) 𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥 1

For example, in (a), the derivative of w0 with respect to x0 is the product of the three red edges:
𝜕𝑤 0 𝜕𝑤 0 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑦
=
,
𝜕𝑥 0
𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑥 0
and in (b), the derivative of w0 with respect to x1 is
𝜕𝑤 0 𝜕𝑤 0 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑦
=
.
𝜕𝑥 1
𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑥 1

(59)

(60)

We can observe that some of the derivatives share common subpaths in the computational graph. For example
𝜕𝑤0
0
the two derivatives above 𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥 0 and 𝜕𝑥 1 share the same subpath y, z, w0. We can therefore factor this subpath
𝜕𝑤0
𝜕𝑤0 𝜕𝑧
out and premultiply 𝜕𝑦 = 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑦 for the two derivatives. In a larger computational graph, this factorization can
have enormous impact on the performance of the derivative code, even affecting the time complexity in terms of
the number of inputs or outputs.
Different automatic differentiation algorithms find common factors in the computational graph in different ways.
In the most general case, finding a factorization that results in minimal operations is NP-hard [30]. Fortunately,
in many common cases, such as factorization for the gradient vector, there are efficient solutions.
If the input is a scalar variable, no matter how many variables there are in the output, forward-mode automatic
differentiation generates derivative code that has the same time complexity as the original algorithm. On the other
hand, if the output is a scalar variable, no matter how many input variables there are, reverse-mode automatic
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differentiation generates derivative code that has the same time complexity as the original algorithm. The latter
case is particularly interesting, since it means that we can compute the gradient with the same time complexity
(the “cheap gradient principle”), which can be useful for various optimization and sampling algorithms.
5.2.3 Forward-mode differentiation. We start with the simplest algorithm, usually called forward-mode automatic
differentiation, and sometimes also called dual number. Forward-mode traverses the computational graph from
the inputs to outputs, computing derivatives of the intermediate nodes with respect to all input variables along
the way. Forward-mode is efficient when the input dimension is low and the output dimension is high, since for
each node in the computational graph, we need to compute the derivatives with respect to every single input
variable.
We will describe forward-mode using the previous example in Figure 14. Starting from the inputs, the goal is
to propagate the derivatives with respect to the inputs using the chain rule. To handle function calls, for every
function f(x) referenced by the output variables, we generate a derivative function df(x, dx), where dx is the
derivative of x with respect to the input variables.
𝜕𝑥 1
0
We start from the inputs x0, x1 and generate 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥 0 = 1 and 𝜕𝑥 1 = 1. We use a 2D vector dx0dx to represent the
derivatives of x0 with respect to x0 and x1.
x0

dx0dx = {1, 0}
dx1dx = {0, 1}
y = f(x0, x1)
z = g(y)
w0, w1 = h(z)

w0
y

z

x1

w1

We then obtain the derivatives for y with respect to the inputs. We assume we already applied forward-mode
automatic differentiation for f, so we have a derivative function df(x0, dx0dx, x1, dx1dx).
dx0dx = {1, 0}
dx1dx = {0, 1}
y = f(x0, x1)
dydx = df(x0, dx0dx,
x1, dx1dx)
z = g(y)
w0, w1 = h(z)

x0

w0
y

z

x1

w1

Finally, we propagate the derivatives from z to the outputs w0, w1.
dx0dx = {1, 0}
dx1dx = {0, 1}
y = f(x0, x1)
dydx = df(x0, dx0dx,
x1, dx1dx)
z = g(y)
dzdx = dg(y, dydx)
w0, w1 = h(z)
dw0dx, dw1dx = dh(z, dzdx)

x0

w0
y

x1

z
w1

The time complexity of the code generated by forward-mode automatic differentiation is 𝑂 (𝑑) times the time
complexity of the original algorithm, where 𝑑 is the number of input variables. It is efficient for functions with
few input variables.
However, for many applications of derivatives, including differentiable rendering, we need to differentiate
functions with thousands or even millions of input variables. Using forward-mode for this would be infeasible, as
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we need to compute the derivatives with respect to all input variables for every output in the computational
graph. Fortunately, there is another algorithm called reverse-mode automatic differentiation that can generate
derivative code that has the same time complexity as the original algorithm when there is only a single output,
regardless of the number of input variables.
5.2.4 Reverse-mode differentiation. Reverse-mode propagates the derivatives from outputs to inputs, unlike
forward-mode, which propagates the derivatives from inputs to outputs. For each node in the computational
graph, we compute the derivatives of all outputs with respect to the variable at that node. Therefore reversemode is much more efficient when the input dimension is large and the output dimension is low. Remarkably,
reverse-mode can compute gradient in the same time complexity as the original algorithm! However,
reverse-mode is also more complicated to implement since it needs to run the original algorithm backward to
propagate the derivatives.
We again use the same previous example in Figure 14 to illustrate how reverse-mode works. Similar to forwardmode, we need to handle function calls. For every function y = f(x) referenced by the output variables, we
generate a derivative function df(x, dy), where 𝑑𝑦 is a vector of derivatives of the final output with respect
to the function’s output y (in contrast, in forward-mode, the derivative functions take the input derivatives as
arguments). Handling control flow and recursion in reverse-mode is more complicated. We discuss them later.
𝜕𝑤1
0
We start from the outputs w0, w1 using 𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑤0 = 1 and 𝜕𝑤1 = 1. We use a 2D vector dwdw0 to represent the
derivatives of w0, w1 with respect to w0.
x0

y = f(x0, x1)
z = g(y)
w0, w1 = h(z)

w0
y

dwdw0 = {1, 0}
dwdw1 = {0, 1}

z

x1

w1

Next, we propagate the derivatives to variable z on which the two outputs depend. We assume we already
applied reverse-mode to the function h and have dh(z, dwdw0, dwdw1).
y = f(x0, x1)
z = g(y)
w0, w1 = h(z)

x0

w0
y

dwdw0 = {1, 0}
dwdw1 = {0, 1}
dwdz = dh(z, dwdw0, dwdw1)

z

x1

w1

x0

w0

Similarly, we propagate to y from z.
y = f(x0, x1)
z = g(y)
w0, w1 = h(z)

y

dwdw0 = {1, 0}
dwdw1 = {0, 1}
dwdz = dh(z, dwdw0, dwdw1)
dwdy = dg(y, dwdz)

z

x1

Finally we obtain the derivatives of the outputs w with respect to the two inputs.
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y = f(x0, x1)
z = g(y)
w0, w1 = h(z)

x0

w0
y

dwdw0 = {1, 0}
dwdw1 = {0, 1}
dwdz = dh(z, dwdw0, dwdw1)
dwdy = dg(y, dwdz)
dwx0, dwx1 = df(x0, x1, dwdy)

x1

z
w1

A major difference between reverse-mode and forward-mode that makes the implementation of reverse-mode
much more complicated, is that we can only start the differentiation after the final output is computed. This
makes it impossible to interleave the derivative code with the original code like in forward-mode. This issue has
the most impact when differentiating programs with control flows or recursions.
5.2.5 Beyond forward and reverse modes. As we have discussed, forward-mode generates less operations when
the number of inputs is small, while reverse-mode generates less operations when the number of outputs is small.
In general, we can think of derivative computation as a pathfinding problem on the computational graph: We
want to find all the paths that connect between inputs and outputs. Many of the paths share common subpaths
and it is more computationally efficient to factor out the common subpaths. Forward-mode and reverse-mode are
two different greedy approaches that factor out the common subpaths either from the input node or output node.
Sometimes we do not just want to achieve the least number of operations. On modern hardware architectures,
reading from and writing to the memory outside of caches is significantly more time-consuming than the
arithmetic computation. Sometimes we wish to compute more to trade-offs with less memory traffic. Therefore, it
is sometimes worth exploring approaches between the spectrum of forward- and reverse- modes. Mitsuba 2 [32]
took this approach and applied a greedy vertex elimination algorithm [14].
5.2.6 Automatic differentiation as program transformation. Typically the implementation of automatic differentiation systems can be categorized as a point in a spectrum, depending on how much is done at compile-time. At one
end of the spectrum, the tracing approach, or sometimes called the taping approach, re-compiles the derivatives
whenever we evaluate the function. At the other end of the spectrum, the source transformation approach does
as much at compile-time as possible by compiling the derivative code only once. The tracing approach has the
benefit of simpler implementation, and is easier to incorporate into existing code, while the source transformation
approach has better performance, but usually can only handle a subset of a general-purpose language and is
much more difficult to implement.
A common misconception is that the tracing approach (PyTorch being a notable example) results in more
user-friendly frontend, while the source transformation, or static compilation approach (TensorFlow 1.0 being
a popular example) results in a messy meta-programming interface. In fact, the frontend of the compiler does
not dictate how a program is compiled. A language can have the exact same syntax/frontend as PyTorch, and
statically compile to highly-optimized code (this is roughly what TorchScript does). On the other hand, a language
can also have the exact same syntax/frontend as TensorFlow, and being interpreted directly in a Read–Eval–Print
Loop (REPL) environment (the eager-mode of TensorFlow 1.0 does this).
5.2.7 Control flows and recursions. Handling control flow and recursion in forward-mode is trivial. We do not
need to modify the flow at all. Since forward-mode propagates from the inputs, for each statement, we can
compute its derivative immediately.
In reverse-mode, however, control flow and recursion introduce challenges, since we need to revert the flow.
Consider the iterative exponential example from Figure 13. To apply reverse-mode, we need to revert the for
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loop. We observe an issue here: we need the intermediate exp(result) values for the derivatives. To resolve this,
we will need to record the intermediate values during the first pass of the loop:
function d_f(x):
result = x
results = []
for i = 1 to 8:
results.push(result)
result = exp(result)
d_result = 1
for i = 8 to 1:
// one−based indexing
d_result = d_result * exp(results[i])
return d_result

The general strategy for transforming loops in reverse-mode is to push intermediate variables into a stack for
each loop [42], then pop the items during the reverse loop. Nested loops can be handled in the same way. For
efficient code generation, dependency analysis is often required to push only variables that will be used later to
the stack (e.g. [40]).
The same strategy of storing intermediate variables in a stack also works for loop continuations, early exits,
and conditioned while loops. We can use the size of the stack as the termination criteria. For example, we modify
the previous example to a while loop and highlight the derivative code in red:
function d_f(x):
result = x
results = []
while result > 0.1 and result < 10:
results.push(result)
result = exp(result)
d_result = 1
for i = len(results) to 1:
d_result = d_result * exp(results[i])
return d_result

In general, given a loop, we store all the intermediate variables generated in the loop inside a stack. We then
replay the stack from the end to the beginning, and traverse the computational graph backward for the statements
inside the loops. For if conditions we can do the same transformation. We will store which condition the forward
pass satisfied in the stack, along with the intermediate variables of that particular branch.
Recursion is equally or even more troublesome compared to conditions loops for reverse-mode. Consider the
following tail recursion that represents the same function:
function f(x):
if x <= 0.1 or x >= 10:
return x
result = f(exp(x))
return result

It is tempting to use the reverse-mode rules we developed previously to differentiate the function like the
following:
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function d_f(x, d_result):
if x <= 0.1 or x >= 10:
return 1
result = f(exp(x))
return d_f(result, d_result) * exp(x)

However, a close inspection reveals that the generated derivative function d_f has higher time complexity
compared to the original function (𝑂 (𝑁 2 ) v.s. 𝑂 (𝑁 )), since every time we call d_f we will recompute f(exp(x)),
resulting in redundant computation.
A solution to this, similar to the case of loops, is to use the technique of memoization. We can cache the result
of recursive function calls in a stack, and traverse the recursion tree in reverse by traversing the stack:
function d_f(x, d_result):
if x <= 0.1 or x >= 10:
return 1
results = []
result = f(exp(x), results)
d_result = 1
for i = len(results) to 1:
d_result = d_result * exp(results[i])
return d_result

This also works in the case where f recursively calls itself several times. A possible implementation is to use a
tree instead of a stack to store the intermediate results.
The transformations above reveal an issue with the reverse-mode approach. While for scalar output, reversemode is efficient in time complexity, it is not efficient in memory complexity, since the memory usage depends on
the number of instructions, or the length of the loops. A classical optimization to reduce memory usage is called
“checkpointing”. The key idea is to only push to, or to checkpoint, the intermediate variable stack sporadically,
and recompute the loop from the closest checkpoint every time. Griewank [13] showed that by checkpointing
only 𝑂 (log (𝑁 )) times for a loop with length 𝑂 (𝑁 ), we can achieve memory complexity of 𝑂 (log (𝑁 )), and time
complexity of 𝑂 (𝑁 log (𝑁 )) for reverse-mode.
5.2.8 Differentiating SIMD-based rendering programs. Differentiating a general parallel program, while preserving
the parallelism is not trivial due to the potential race condition. Fortunately, in rendering, most of the parallelism
are independent. Most rendering programs can be written inside a parallel for loop, launching threads that do not
communicate with each other. In this case, the reverse-mode differentiation can be done with the same strategy
above by first executing the parallel for loop and storing the intermediate variables in a stack of arrays, then
launch the same parallel for loop again with the statements inside transformed with reverse-mode automatic
differentiation. Importantly, any read from external arrays in the original parallel for loop needs to be transformed
to an atomic scatter write to avoid race conditions.
Enoki [18], the core of Mitsuba 2, is a just-in-time compiler that specializes at compiling and differentiating
parallel programs with independent threads. Enoki takes a C++ or Python frontend of a SIMD program, and
automatically generate vectorized CPU or GPU code and the corresponding reverse-mode transformed code.

6

PHYSICS-BASED DIFFERENTIABLE RENDERING APPLICATIONS

TBD.
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